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that line of business. When an inquiry is held
consequent upon a. fetal accident, a repre-
sentative of the employer. and of the workers'
union will have the right to appear, and call,
examine, and cross-examine all witnesses.
This provision is made to give all interested
in the particular industry some say in the
inquiry, and to insure that justice is done to
both sides. It will, of course, be prohibitive
to contract out of the Act. Most of the pro-
visions of the Bill will be left to regulation. it
is impossible in an Act to lay down all the
details regarding scaffolding. Permission is

fv en for this to be done by regulation, as is
one in the other States. All details as to

the size of scaffolding, all particulars as to gear
and appliances, and all those things connected
with the erection of the gear, will be dealt with
by regulation. Authority is given to inspectors
to enter upon all buildings being erected,
and penalties are prescribed for obstructing an
officer in the performance of his duty. The
manner in which scaffolding will be set up
will also be left to regulations. I have never
been keen on leaving so much to regulations,
but it is almost impossible to deal in such
detail as is required except by regulation.
It will frequently happen that certain regula-
tions may have to be altered to meet existing
conditions. If to bring this about the Act had
to be amended every time, it would be too
cumbersome a method, and involve too much
work.

Ron. Sir James Mitchell: You should not
do too much by regulation.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS.: This is
done throughout the States by regulation
except in South Australia, where the regula-
tions have recently been embodied as a schedule
to the Act. The Bill provides that the pro-
visions of the Act shall be affixed to, and
maintained by the owner of the scaffolding,
and also lays down penalties for this not being
done. The Bill is a simple one, with nothing
intricate in it. It merely gives greater pro-
tection to the men who risk their lives daily
in earning their living.

Mr. Sampson .Where would the abstract
from the Act be shown.

The MIISTER FOR WORKS:; I t would
be affixed to the structure so that it would be
in the full view of the men engaged on the
job. Such a provision exists in the Acts of
the other States. I have not embodied in
this Bill anything that does not exist in some
part of Australia. We are very much behind
in this matter. In the Eastern States they
have had their laws for many years, though
Victoria was the last to come into line. In
that State the union and the employers
drew up their own regulations by arrange-
meat amongst themselves. Those rsgn'lations operated for many yearn, but
quite recently an Act was passed bringing the
State into line with the rest of Australia.

Mr. Sampson. Will the notice be aoffixed to
one of the scaffolding poles ?

The 3EINJSTER FOR WORKS : The in-
spector will decide that point. It must be

-open to the view and examination of the men
engaged on the job. The B3ill is essentially one

for Committeo-tge~and~not7-forwod edn
Speeches. I move- - scn edn

TAW the BMl be noiw r-ead a second time.
On motion byRon. Sir James 'Mitchell,

debate adjourned.

Hous adjourned a4 9-56 p.m.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at C.30
p.m. and read prayers.

SWEARING IN OF MEMBER.

Mr. Teesdale (Roebourne) took and
subscribed the oath and signed the roll.

A DDRRSS-IN-REPLY-PEESENTA-
TION.

Mr. SPEAKER [4.82]:- 1 desire to in-
form the House that I have received the
following message from His Excellency
the Lieutenant Governor-

Mr. Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly: I thank you for
your Address-in -reply to my Speech with
wvhichi I opened Parliament, and for
your expressions of loyalty to our Most
Gracious Sovereign. (Signed) R. F.
MeMillan, Lieutenant Governor, Admnin-
istrator.

I may say that, accompanied by the mover
and the seconder of the Address-in-reply and
other hon. member;, I waited on His Excel-
lency for the purpose of presenting the
Address, and that this is His Excellency's
reply.

BIELL-ROAD DISTRICTS RATES.

Second Reading-

The MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon.
A. Mcalluni-South Fremantle [4.36]
in moving the second reading said: This
is a short Bill to overcome a legal diffi-
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culty that now exists where land is sold
under a warrant of execution or under an
order for sale for default in payment of
rates. Where land is sold under a warrant
of execution, or under an order for sale
for default in payment of rates, it is
necessary that the sale should be com-
pleted within the period of the currency
of the warrant or order, namely 12
months. In the case of land under the
Transfer of Land Act, however, a transfer
pursuant to a sale is not completed until
registered at the Titles Office. Cases have
arisen, and continue to arise, where land
is duly sold within the currency of the
warrant or order, the purchase money
paid, and a transfer is duly executed by
the clerk of the local court-who is auth-
orised by the Local Government Act to
execute the transfer-and is hauded to
the plirchaaer, but where the purchaser has
neglected to register his transfer or de-
layed to register until after the 12
months have expired. The effect is that
the purchaser is unable to complete his
title. Where, however, the land was in
fact sold, the purchase money paid, and a
transfer signed, it is desired to provide
by this Bill that, so long as there have
been no subsequent dealings with the laud
by the registered proprietor for whose
default in payment of rates the land was
sold, the purchaser may register his trans-
fer notwithstanding the expiration of the
12 months from the date when the order
for sale was made.

Hon. Sir lames Mitchell: The Bill pro-
tects everybody except the original
owner.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Yes,
provided there has been no further
trafficking in the land. It is only reason-
able that where the defaulting ratepayer
continues to be the registered owner, he
should not be allowed to set up hisa title
as against a bona-fide purchaser who may
have by oversight neglected to register his
transfer; but of course any such pur-
chaser must take the consequences of his
neglect if there have beena any registered
dealings after his purchase and before he
registers his own transfer. I move-

T'hat the Bill be nw read a seconid
timed.
On motion by Mr. George debate ad-

journed.

BILL-PRIVATE SAVINGS BANXK.

Second Beading.

The PREMIER (Hon. P. Collier-Boul-
der) [4.41] in moving the second reading
said: This Bill has a twofold purpose-to
protect the savings of the people, and to
preserve to the use of the State, as far
as is possible and reasonable, the aeeumu-

Intious or those savings. A similar law is
in operation in the State of Queensland.
It may interest hon. members to know that
our Government Savings Bank, which is of
course controlled and guaranteed by the
State, was established in 1863. On the
301th June last its operations were being car-
ried on at 17 fully equipped branches, at
255 ordinary agencies, and at 627 schools-
in this last section where the pennies and
other small coins of the children were being
collected. The bank bas rendered efficient
service to its customers, and the facilities
provided may be classed as excellent. This
bank was, I believe, the first in Australia
to allow depositors to withdraw any part
or the whole of their deposits on demand at
book-keeping branches, and certainly it was
the first to make, without notice, payment at
agencies. A depositor whose account may
be at Wyndham or at Albany can step into
any branch or agency in the State with his
pass-book and obtain any sum up to £10
on demand-of course he needs. to be identi-
fled to the satisfaction of the agent-and,
subject to the same conditions, on applica-
tion at any branch or agency in Victoria,
South Australia, and New South Wales, and
at Hobart and Launceston in Tasmania, and
at the Quensland National Bank, may with-
draw ny sum up to £10 every three days.
On the 30th June last the balance to the
credit of depositors in the Government Sav-
ings Bank was £5,920,120, the accumulated
savings of 196,881 depositors, including the
43,749 youthful depositors in the school sav-
ings. bank section, %vith their deposits total-
ling 172,662. Interest amiounting to £189,282
was credited to depositors during the year,
interest being allowed on every complete
£E1 remaining on deposit throughout a cal-
enanr month. This illustrates the benefit
accruing to depositors. The funds deposited
by the public in the Government Savings
Bank wvere invested as follows: £33,163 in
mortgages on freehold securities; £35,680 in
aii'nieipat debentures;, £508,207 in metro-
politan water works and goldfields water
supply debentures; £240,954 in debentures
under the Agricultural Lands Purchase
Act: £71,537 in water board debentores;
£3,123,303 in local inscribed stock certifi-
eli tes; 213,304 in Land Drainage Act deben-
ture3; £14,994 in road board debentures;
£746,113 in Treasury bills; £631,360 in
Treasury honids; £6,210 in 'Western Amustra-
lian Glovernment detentures, and £66,667 on
fixed dlepositq. During the last finaneinl
year, £E10,500 was transferred from the
bank's profit and lass account to Consoli-
dated Revenue, and now £134,000 remains
to the credit of the profit and loss account
and is available for transfer to the Consoli-
dated Revenue Fund this year. It is dle-
sired to preserve these benefits as fully as
rrssiblr to the people and to the State.
The Bill makes provision for the regulation
of tbe carrying on of savings bank
business by private persons, for the
licensing of private savings banks and
prohibits the carrying on of savings bank
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business within the State by private per-
son-, except under the authority of a license
granted by the Governor. It is proposed
that applications for licenses shall be ac-
companied by certain information and evi-
dence of the stability and bona fides of the
applicant, and that there shall be deposited
with the Minister the sum of £110 ODO to be
invested by him in debentures, Treasury bills
or other securities of the State Govern-
ment, or other much securities of the value
of £10,000. It is also proposed that the
licensee of a savings bank shall be entitled
to recive the income derived from the in-
vestment of moneys deposited with the
M1inister and from the securities deposited
with him.

.Mr. Mann: Will this Bill interfere with
the operations of the Primary Producers'
Bank ?

The PRE'MIER:. I ani not sure. The
lion, member should not be inquisitive. The
Bill will not interfere -with that institution
provided it complies with the provisions of
the Bill. It may be that the Bill will not
permit the Primary Producers' Bank to
continue operations under existing condi-
tions.

'Mr. Mann: Is that the object of the
Bill?

The PREMIER: Not entirely. It may,
however, corer the position referred to by
the bon. niembaf.

Ifon. W, D. Johnson: The Bill extends
private banking!

The PIREMTIER: I do not know that it
does.

11r. Lathan: lIt sounds like it.
The PREIMIER: The Bill merely seeks

to regulate private savings banks. The Bill
sets out the conditions under which private
savings bank business will be allowed to ho
carried on in future.

Mr. Mann: In the Eastern States the
Prinigry Producers' Bank has followed the
lines of the savings banks.

Mr. Angelo: That is, one branch only.
Thuo PREMIE1R:. That is so.
Mr. 'Mann: You will prevent that under

the Bill.
The PREMIE11R: Unless the Bank com-

plies with certain conditions set out in the
Bill. Unless the Bank puts up a deposit
of £10,000 with the Minister or securities
to that value, it will be prevented from
continuing operations. Of course, hiaving
complied with those conditions, the Primary
Producers' Bank would receive interest ac-
cruing from the money so deposited, equal-
ling I per cent. in excess of the interest
paid by the bank. The State is justified in
taking precautions regarding savings bank
operations. So far as I know-I may be
mistaken on the point-Queensland is the
only State where private savings bank bus-
iness ha beea carried on in recent years.
I am not sure whether there is any private
savings bank business carried on in Yew
South Wales.

Mr. Angelo: It is now.

The PREMIER: I do not know whether
that has been since the Primary Producers'
Bank was established.

Mr. Angelo: It is throughout all the
States.

The PREMIER: The Bill is on similar
lines to the Queensland Act. I do not know
whether that Act was introduced and
passed because of the operations carried on
by the Primary Producers' Bank.

Mr. 'Mann., This is a word in season.
M.%r. Angelo: The introduction of the

measure followed the establishment of the
Primary Producers' Bank. That may have
been only a coincidence.

The PREMIER: Maybe so. The Bill
provides that each private savings bank
shall invest with the Minister during the
months of January, April, July, and Oc-
tober in each year, a sum of 70 per cent.
of the excess of the total deposits made in
such savings bank, over the total writh-
drawals from that bank during the last lire-
ceding quarter, It is further provided that
the sum so invested shall bear interest pay-
able to the hank at the rate of 1 per cert.
per annum higher than the rate per esnt.
,which the bank has allowed during sneh
last preceding quarter, by way of interest
on savings bank deposits.

Mr. Thomson; I hope this will apply to
the Commonwealth Savings Bank as well.

Opposition Members: No, it wrill not.
The PREMIER:- The Commonwealth

Savings Bank is not a private bank.
'Mr. Angelo: lIt is in opposition to the

State Savings Bank.
The PREMIER: It is, but I ito not

know how far the State has power to
legislate against the Commonwealth Bank.
I ani afraid we bave no such power what-
ever.

'Mr. Paiy:t Try it.
Him. W. D. Johnson: Why extend the

rights of private banks when you cannot
take. action against the Commonwealth
Bank?

The PREMIER: The hion. member is
wrong. The Bill does not extend the rights
of private banks; it limits them nnd re-
stricts the right of private individuals to
engrage in private savings banking busi-
ness.

Mr. Sampson: It sounds ratber drastic.
The PREMNIER: If during any quarter

the withdrawals from a bank exceed the
deposits it is provided that the Minister
shall refund to the bank concerned a sum
equal to 70 per cent, of the amount of
the excess of withdrawals over deposits
during that quarter.

Mr. George: Surely it would be neces-
sa-ry to do something like that if there
were a sudden run on the bank without
necessitating a wait of three months.

The PREMIER: It is further provided
that the Governor may exempt any bank
from complying with the provisions set out
for a period and that by a similar order the
Governor may for a period reduce, in favour
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of any bank, the percentage of excess de-
posits that the bank is required to invest
with the Mfinister. Provision is also made
for the protection of the customers of a
private hank. Thte Bill sets out that all
moneys and securities invested or deposited
with the Minister by a bank shall be
charged i'ith the payment and satisfaction
of all final judgments against that bank in
respect of deposits with it in this State,
which are not otherwise satisfied. A private
savings bank that transacts other than sav-
ings bank business is required to keep a
separate account of all moneys received on
account of savings bank customers and to
establish a separate fund to the credit of
which all moneys so received shall be
absolutely the security of the savings bank
depositors. That is a. reasonable provision.
Then again, every private bank is required
to have a registered office in the State, such
office to be in charge of one or more of the
principals of the bank or of its principal
attorney in the State. A private bank on
ce2aig to carry on savings batik business
in the State will have the right to receive
from the Minister any deposits or seenrities
held by the Minister on such bank's M.-
count after it has satisfied the Minister that
it is able to discharge all liabilities arising
under its savings bank business in the
State. These are the main provisions of
the Bill and they are similar to those it was
found advisable to enact in Queensland. I
say frankly that because of the operations
of a new banking institution established
in Western Australia during the last year
or two and keeping in view the functions
of the Government Savings Bank, together
with the possibility of the former bank
operating to the detriment of our State in-
stitution, we consider it advisable to intro-
duce a Bill of this description.

Mr. Tiomsoa: Was it found in Queens-
land that the Government Savings Bank
operations were affected very seriously?

The PREMIEYR: Yes, and I can give
one instance where it seriously interfered
with the State Savings Bank here. At the
town whose district is represented by the
bon. member himself, £1,000 was withdrawn
from the Government Savings Bank and was
taken straight across the street, or next
door, as the case may be, to be deposited
with the other bank. That bank
brought the £ 1,000 back to re-de-
posit it with the State Savings Bank.
There is an instance in which the State
Savings Bank was affected to the extent of
£1,000 in one day. This shows that there
is a possibility of the operations of the Gov-
ernment Savings Bank being seriously a~f-
fected.

MrT. Angelo: Do not forget that the
whole of the resonrces of the Primary Pro-
ducers' Bank are atilised for the advance-
meat of primary production in Western
Australia.

The PREMIER: I am not questioning
at all the object and purpose of the insti-
tution referred to by the hon. member. I

understand that its funds are used for in-
vestment only in primary industries. To
thnt extent there may be a useful sphere
ahead of the institution in Western Aus-
tralia, provided that the bank complies
with certain conditions. I consider wve are
quite in order in protecting the savinigs of
people who may have invested their funds
with the bank as a sound business concern.
In saying that I do not mean to reflect at
all upon the soundness of the bank referred
to. I move-

That the Bill be now read a second
time.
On motion by lion. Sir James Mitchell

debate adjourned.

BILL-JJRY ACT AMENDMENT.
Second Reading.

The MI2NISTER FOR RAILWAYS AND
JUSTICE (Eon. J. C. Wileocek--leraldton)
[5.0] in moving the second reading said:
The principal objects of the Bill are to
abolish special juries, to ensure secrecy in
regard to the jurors selected for the trial
of ny case, and to provide for the placing
of n-omen on jury lists on their own appli-
cation, so that they can at their option
assume or avoid the liability to serve on
juries, Then there is a provision for ex-
empting justices of the peace from service
on juries, and a further provision respect-
ing the payment of jurors.

lion. Sir James Mitchell: It will be
worth ten guineas to be a justice of the
peace, since it will carry exemption from
j uries.

The MINISTER FOR J CSTICE: Per-
haps it will. 'Under the existing Act jurors
are paid 10s. per day. To a salaried man
paid by the month or by the year, whose
salary is not in any way affected by his
attendance at the court, l0s. a day repre-
sents nothing mnore nor less than pocket
money. But when a wages man is called
upon to serve on the jury, he loses a day's
pay, and so the 10s. fee set down in the
existing Act is quite inadequate to recoup
him. Dluring the past two or three years it
has been the practice in big cases to pay a
juror as much as 10s. per day over and
above the fee prescribed by statute. Under
the Bill, the existing scale of fees for the
payment of juries is abolished, and power is
taken for the Governor to prescribe a scale.
So the lees will be set out by regulation in-
stead of by statute. Controversy has arisen
elsewhere over the provision for placing
women On jury lists.

Mr. Mann: Would you like to be tried
by a jury of women?

The MINISTER FOR JU7STICE: It
would depend on the charge. I have not
got on too badly with women. We have
already passed an Act affording women the
same civic status as men, and it is question-
able whether that Act does not make it
mandatory that women should be placed on
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jury lists. I should say it is not desired
by More than 20 per cent. of the women of
th e State that they should he placed on jury
lists. Henvever, we merely provide that if
they so desire they must make application.

Mr. Chesson: There will be plenty making
ap-plieations. -

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE. I have
not heard many women express a desire to
serve on a jury. However, those who do so
desire ivill lie considered.

Hion. Sir James Mitchell: IT a man hail
to get on the list by the same process, none
would serve.

The 'MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Stilt,
we do not wish to deny women the right to
serve Onl juries if they so desire. It is pro-
vided thst any woman who wants to serve
on juries must make specific application.

Hon. Sir James Mfitchell: You ought to
provide that it be by personal application
to the Minister for Justice.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: No1 , 1
have enough to do without being inter-
viewed on that point. 'However, that is
just a preeanitioa we are taking. From time
to time it has been seen to be advisable
that more secrecy should be observed in re-
spect of jury lists, and so the provisions of
the Victorian Act are incorporated in the
Bill. Under those provisions, instead of
the alphabetic order being retained, each
name will be numbered, and corresponding
nminhers wvill be drawn from the box. -Under
the existing system it is possible to ascer-
tain within a feir names who will be on the
jury, because the lists are drawn alpha-
betically and so the panel. can he traced.
Anything in the nature Of jury rigging IS
not likely to be succes-sful under this system
of numbers. The system will be carried out
by the sheriff's officer together with an-
other person appointed by the Judge. I
suppose that will be the judge's associate.
It has not been necessary here to introduce
such a provision, but in other States it has
been found quite necessary, so that the
jurors' names may not be known before-
hand. Then we have another provision ex-
empting from jury service persons living
more than five miles from a made road.
Take Wanneron: Although within 36 miles
of Perth, the place is served by a very had
road. It means that jurors coming from
Wanneroo have to leave their wives and
children in the hush and stop in town over-
night. The Bill provides that where a juror
has not reasonable convenience Of transport
to attend the jury, lie may be excused from
the list.

MrI. Latham: You will require a very
big list to allow for that.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Every-
body liable to service on the jury is on the
list.

Mfr. Latham: But when making a selec-
tion you will require to have a big margin.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: No .
Suc!h men will not appear on the list at
all.

Mr. Latham: At all events, it will mean
a lot of trouble in keeping the list up to
date.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Then
there is a provision, exempling justices of the
pvace from service on juries. Already they
are exempted from service on special juries,
and under the Bill they are not required to
serve on any jury. This is very necessary,
not so much in Perth as in court of sessions
districts where, in some instances, in the
absence of a judge the chairman has to
take a case, supported by two justices of
the pence. Moreover, it n-ill be a recog-
nition Of publick duties performed by jus-
tices that they are not required to serve
on the jury as well.

Hon. Sir James 'Mitchell: Will they not
reanrd it aq a slight?

The 'MINISTER FOR JU'STTCF,: No.
Tf any of them desires to go on the list, no
doubt his name will he added.

floe. Sir Jiames Mfitchell: T do not think
nnylbody wants to he on the list.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: Some
people desire to exhibit a public spirit and
serve the country in every possible way. I
now come to the main point in the Bill,
namely, the abolition of -special juries. The
spe~ial jury is a relic of bygone days. I
do not want to deliver a homily on the
historic records of the inauguration of
juries, how they were brought into exist-
ence, but I may say that in the first in-
stance a n had the right to be tried by
men in his own station of life, aristocrats
S-- aristocrats, and so on. 'No man could be
tried by his inferior. A man in a siuerior
social station could demand to he tried 15y
people of his owa circumstances. In other
words, a man had to be tried by his peers.

Mr. George: Wouldn't you sooner be
tried by a jury of railway men than by
one of outsidersf

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE : It
would depend on the case. In these demo.
cystic days, if the jury principle is sonncl,
a haphazard selection of Jurors is prefer-
able to having en the panel men who mnay
be prejudiced.

Hon. Sir James Mitehell: But there is
nothing demfocratic, about a jury.

The 'MINISTER FOR JUjSTUcEF: Per-
haps not, but in these demoeratic days,
when one man is as good as another and,
as the Irishman said, a jolly tight
better-

Mr. Davy: Special Juries dlo not try
criminal eases. You have been talking
criminal eases.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: There
are important cases for which special
juries are likely to be empanelled.

The 'Minister for Works : They are
generally used when Labour men are be-
fore the court.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE: I do
not even say that, but I say that under
the existing Act a special jury can be
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empanelled for the bearing of a case in
which they are interested. There may
have been justification for special juries
in earlier times, when the possession oE
wealth generally Meant the poqsession also
of a superior standard of education. in
olden times a farm labourer mixed with
nobody outside his class, and probably
with only three or four within it. Such a
maii would not be in a position to decide
a question involving huge sumsg of money
end technical breaches of the Law. In
those circumstances it wras thought
necessary that people of special training
or education or knowledge, or who were
men of the world able to decide qluestions
as they cropped up from day to day, were
in a better position to judge a case than
was, say, the farm labourer. We have
compulsory education and endeavo-ir to
sharpen the intelligence of all our people.
We have manhood suffrage, and everyone
is supposed to know something ab~out
polities and Civic responsibilitics. The
people having reached that stage are quite
competent to try any case that mayt COMe
on for hearing. Of course provision is
made in other legislation that where
special technical knowledge may be re-
quired to investigate the circumstances
attending a fatality, a special jury m'ay
be em panelled.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: A' special case
might require special knowledge.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTiCE: N~o
one is anxious to serve as a jurvuf.nm
special or otherwise, but it is a duty o
citizenship, and when a man is called upon
to serve, we expect him to give U just
decision on the merits of the caz;e That
is all the law should provide. At present
the sole qualification to serve on a special
jury is not that a man is possessed of
special knowledge or experience, but that
he possesses a certain amount of wealth
or follows a certain occupation, and
people are apt to conclude that such a
juryman might be prejudiced in favour of
en individual of his own social status, or
in his own line of business. This has
been the experience in many eases during
recent years. People tried by special
juries have expressed the opinion before
the case was half way through that they
were not likely to get an impartial deci-
Sion.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: If that is so,
it would be better not to have juries at
all.

The MINISTER FOR JUSTICE:, We
want to uphold the jury system, but a
haphazard selection should be made of
ordinary men likely to return a verdict On
the facts adduced in evidence. No one
would contend that only a certain Class
of people possess brains and judgment,
and I do not see why any particular in-
dividual, because he occupies a certain

position or is blessed with a certain
amount of this world's goods, should be
the only one capable of giving a just deci-
sion. Whatever a man's worldly posses-
sions may be, we should not expect more
of him than of an ordinary man. Where
conspiracy eases have arisen from indus-
trial disturbances and special juries have
been empanelled, these men, by reason of
their calling or their financial position,
have proved to be quite out of sympathy
with the aspirations and ideas of inuhs-
trialiats, who have felt that their case in
the hands of a special jury was prejudiced.
That feeling of doubt destroys the funda.-
mental principle of ]British justice that
rich and poor should be treated alike.
We should remove the impression that a
man who can afford to pay for a. special
jury may have whatever jury bie likes.

Mr. Holmnan: If he wins the case the
other fellow has to pay.

The MLNISTER FOR JUSTICE: But
when a man goes to court, he does not
know whether he will win or lose.

Mr. Mann: He always loses.
The XvUNISTEB FOR JUSTICE: The

adage says that the winner of a lawsuit
always loses. The principle has been that
if a man has, suffcient wealth sud is able
to pay, he may have a special jury to try
a special case. That destroys the funda-
mental idea that, regardless of a man's
circumstances, he has the same rights be-
fore the law as anty other man. Last
session a Bill was introduced that aimed
at the abolition of special juries. It was
passed by the Assembly, but in another
place a decision was not reached. So far
as I can ascertain from the ''Hansard"
reports, no particular objection was raised
against it in either House. The measure
reached the Council on the last day of the
session, end there was not time to con-
sider it thoroughly. I hope this Bill will
be passed, because I am convinced that
special juries are unnecessary and that
they have a tendency to destroy the con-
fidence of the great hulk of the people in
our judicial system. I move-

That the Bill be nowv read a second
time.
On motion by Hon. Sir James Mitchell,

debate adjourned.

BILL-CLOSER SETTLEMENT.
Second Reading.

Debate resumed from the 2lst August.
lion. Sir JAMES MITCHELL (Nor-

tham) [5.24]: The 'Minister for Lands, in
moving the second reading, rightly said
that a somewhat similar Bill was, brought
down a year or two ago, and because the
measure was passed in this Chamber, he
considered it unnecessary to use much argu-
ment in explanation of the present Bill. It
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is true that there are one or two inno-
vations in this Bill, and I intend to vote for
the second reading, but in Committee I hope
swe shall be able to restore some of the pro-
visions at previous measures that have been
dropped on this occasion. The desire behind
the lill, of course, is to bring land into
u~v, and evurybody wis6hes to achieve this
without interfering unnecessarily with own-
ers and certainly without interfering un-
necessarily with the seclvity in laud. The
Minister told us that the total area of land
held in tee simple is lU,500,000 acres, and
that 17,822,('U0t acres is held under condi-
tional purchase provisions. It must be re-
mn-zlered that conditional purchase leases
do not comprise entirely first class land.
The Minister also told us that grazing
hnasox i'eprietnt N,4100U,i00 acres, but these
do not eons~ist of cultivable land. smnal
patchies may be cultivable but, as the name
implies, theyr are really grazing lands.

The iMinister for Lands: A lot of those
areas were granted years ago.

Ilon. Sir JA.NES MLITCIHiLL: Of c-ourse
hundreds of thousands of acres were
granted before reponsible govern-ment, hut
a great deal of the timber lenses and of
the Midland land is not first class agricul-
tural land. I suppose almost all the land
least d for a few' years has been fenced and
is Used for stock, but that was not shown
in the Minister 's figures. There are no
means of ascertaining -what that figure is,
but the 9,000,000 acres cleared or partially
cleared do not represent the only areas that
are being used. We must not run away
with the idea that the people who own the
other 191 million acres are nut doing any-
thing with their land. In alniost every case
the land is being used.

The M1inister for Lands,: I said it Was be-
ing used principally for sheep.

lon. Sir JAMES M.\ITCHIELL:, It may be
that second class land is not being put to
its L-est list, but I want the Ministi'r to
understand that this land is not altogether
idle. We must remember that a great deal
of improvement has been made in compara-
tiviely ret-eat years. To improve land is a
very expensive business and people have
done, their best. If any people have worked
well, they are certainly the men on the land.
It has been said that the Gove-rnment have
advanced almost all the money spent to
improve the land. That is wrong and should
not be allowed to go uneontradieted. I
suppose the stocking, fencing, clearing,
buildings, and other improvements are
worth something like fortyr million pounds,
ad of that the Government have advanced
ten million pounds. One of the net
provisions. of the Bill is that conditional
purchase lenses are to be brought under the
Act. Other leases such as special, and
timber leases are all, with the exception
of pastoral leases, to be included. T hardly
think it is right for us to do this. The
holder of a conditional purchase lease ac-
cepts it subject to certain payments, and

to certain improvements being made. This
amnounts to a contract between the lessee
and the Government. If the lessee effects
his improvements in acc-ordance with the
Act and makes his payment;, I do not think
he should be disturbed, and we should not
expect any more of him. If! a greater
ailiount at money is required to be spent on
the holding the Land Act should be
amiended, but it cannot be made restrospee-
live. It will be said that conditional par-
chase land and freehold land are much the
sanme, but though the land may be the same
the title is not. It will also be said that
when the lessee has completed his improve-
ments and made all his payments for 20
years lie gets the freehold. There is no re-
tatiag that argument. My only reason for
objecting to this position is that there is
a contract which ought to bie observed. Con-
ditinal purchanse leases are also limuited in
area. I hope in Commiittee to have this
particular pruvision anacuded for the tea-
.ohs I have set out. Another provision ine
the Bill is that no time is given to the
owner to inmprove his holding. He should
be given tinie subject to a penalty in the
shalie of a higher tax. It would be wise
to retain the lroyJsion in the Bill of last
year dealing with this qpestion. If land
is subject to a amJortgolge the nian to whom
the money is ow~ed might also elect to effect
the imiprovements. The Mlinister might get
over the difliculty by limiting the time dur-
ing which the Act would operate. It would-
certainly he wise to give the owner or mort-
gagee time in which to make iniprove-
ments. The Minister has fallen into an
error concerning the Avon 'Valley. lie
imagines that it is an extensive
valley, containing millions of acres.
As a fact it extents fromnt little ivest of
Toiilyay to licierler. It is shout 70 miles
wide, and if one takes a trip through it ot
215 aides one takes in a little over a
million acres. The Minister says there fire
two million acres of unimproved land, but
evidently bases that estimate on Mr. Le-
froy 'a report, which includes land that is
far forther afield than the Avon Valley.

The Mlinister for Lands: It is within
seven miles of a railway.

Ron. Sir JAMES MIT1;CHELL: Of some
railway, but it is not adjacent to the Avon
Valley.

The Minister for Lands: The report men-
tions the Avon Valley.

Hon. Sir JAMES 3NITCHELL: it is
wrong. The Avon Valley is known to be
good land, but land 12 iles from it is not
all1 good. I object to the figures of the Min-
ister going forth aneontradicted. I have no
objection to the Minister referring to land
between Dowerin and Pingelly as being au-
jacent to railways, because there is a tre-
mendous area within those towns that has
not yet been brought ino use. But much ot
the uinimproved land is pmoor. In the Avon
xVillcy there iN very little Unimproved land.
We are all anxious to increase production,
and to increase our exports and reduce our
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imports. We can readily market our wheat,
wool and timber, for the world's markets arc
at our disposal for these products. If we
had them we could also export butter and
hat-ca, but as our own requirements are not
being met we import about two million
pounds worth of food products. With the
exception of fruit our marketing is not a
difficult matter. I 'hope the Minister will
fil some means of overcoming that trouble.
We have something like 23,000 acres under
fruit, but if this fruit growing could be con-
centrated, a good many of our difficulties
would lie removed. Seeing that it is all
scattered over about ten million acres of
country , we cannot expect to get our fruit
to market in a reasonable condition. We
have Oranges at (losuells, apples at Bridge-
town and Mt. Barker, and other fruits at
Geraldton. Under these conditions we ca-
not hope to bring all this fruit to central
factories. I hope we shall be able to concen-
trate on fruit production, by growing apri-
eats, for instance, at Maid., Vale, Sn
peaches in the electorate of the Minister for
Works. If we could centralise our fruit
growing, the fruit would be more valuable.
Marketing is difficult, because we cannot get
the fruit to the factories in good order.
Under vines we have about 3,000 acres in
bearing, and about 5,000 acres altogether.
We import a tremendous quantity' of wine.
From the Eastern States we import about
£120,000 worth, and of liquor generally we
import £295,322 worth. A great proportion
of the imported wines, at all events, Should
be locally made. We import £573,000 worth
of tobacco, but I believe every ounce of that
could be grown in Western Australia. Tea,
coffee, and cocoa drinkers consume more
than the liquor drinkers, for the importa-
lions of these three products are valued at
£E314,000). We also import dried fruits to
the value of £4-3,000 and jams, etc., to the
value of £180,000. All of these things should
be grown here. I hope the Minister will
take up this question of the concentration of
our fruit industry. I support the second
reading of the Bill, and believe that in Conm-
mitter the Minister will listen to reason nd
am~end it in some small details.

Mr. T110M18ON (Katanning) [5.AOI: On
each occasion that a Bill of this character
has liven biefore the House I hare supported
it, with the reservation that we should
amend it in Commuittee. I do not see the
sneed for thme Bill. The Minister says we
hare 191,2 million acres of unimproved land,
or land that is usedi for sheep. In the Bill
we or.- ..oufrrntel with a clause that gives
thse boamrd authority to say for what purpose
land is suitable. Cl1ause 31 says that the
board may inquire into the suitability
for closer settlement of any unutilised
or unproductive land. I am in accord
with that. Subelause 2, however, says
that land shall he deemed to be unutilised
and unreprodnetive within the meaning of
the Act, notwithstanding that such land is

partly used or prnductire, if in the opinion
of the board it is not put to a reasonable
use, and its retention by the owner is a hind-
rance to closer settlement. There may be
isolated instances where a man holds an arem
of land that might be suitable for closer
settlement, and is not putting it to proper
use. During the past three years large areas
of land along the Great Southern were of-
fered by interested parties to the State with
a desire to assist the Government in their
group~ settlement scheme. The ex-Premier
stated it was his intention to plant 10,000
acres in vines.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: r did not say
that.

Tbe Minister for Lands; Seeing the pre-
sent position of the fruit market it was a
good thing he did not.

Mr. THOMISON: Various committees on
the Great Southern line froin Katnanning,
Wagin, Narrogin. and Pingelly secured op-
tions over areas of land at reasonable prices.
The matter was submitted to the Govern-
mrent hut nothing was done. This land couma
be acquired to-day at reasonable prices with-
out any such Bill as this. The Bill places
in the hands of the board power to say
whether land is being properly utilised or
not. I claim that is too much power to
place in the board's hands. One member
of the board will represent the Agricultural
Bank, another the Lands Department,
and the other will be a man with local
knowledge. The Minter said many people
would wonder why it was necesisary to
introduce a Bill for the resumption of
lal: under compulsory resumption a fair
price is fixed b -y arbitration, whereas if
the resumption were not compulsory the
flovernment would have to pay a higher
prie' for the land. I hope the Bill will
not be put into operation with the idea of
taking people's land at less than reason-
able prices. I know that is not the inten-
tion of the 'Minister. The Act states that
a land owaer shall, on resumption, receive
a sum equal to 10 per cent. on his taxation
assessnment. If a mn assesses his land at
say £1 an acre, the Government have the
right to take it at that valuation, plus,
of course, the value of the improvements,
and in addition, 10 per cent. The point to
which I wish to draw attention is this:
A man may have been working his land
for a nmbler of years to the best of his
ability and with the finances at his comn-
mandl. Then after those years of experi-
eare he has hecome convinced that the
most profitable return he 'an get from
that land is to utilise it in a different
direction, say sheep.

]Eon. Sir James 'Mitchell : There is
nothing wrong with that.

Air. THOMSON: 'No, but what I want
to draw attention to is the fact that we
are to leave everything to the board. It
is to be ''in the opinion of tbe board.''
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The -minister for Lands: Someone must
have authority.

Mr. THOMSON: I recognise that, but
let me draw attention to the position as,
it exists in my district. When I first
went there 20 years ago, the one subject
farmers were discussing was the growing
of wheat. 'Experience has taught them
that it is much more profitable to go ink
for mixed farming. We have a magnifi-
cent flour mill at Katanning, but in the
districts surrounding the mill there is not
sufficient wheat grown to keep the mill
going all the year round, because it is
more profitable to produce woo] and wheat
than wheat alone.

Mr. Maley: But an owner must utilise
his land and must produce something.

Mr. THOMSON: I am showing that
people are utilisiug their land. The Min-
ister told us that there were 19V2 million
acres of land that were unimproved, or
that were used principally for sheep. A
man may, as the result of experience, be
convinced that sheep are more profitable
than anything else.

The 'Minister for Railways: But it may
be possible to produce a great deal more
from that land.

Mr. THOMSON: I have quoted the ex-
perience in my district where, 20 years
ago, people were talking wheat and growing
wheat, and where at the present time the
same Percentage are engaged in Mixed
farming.

Mr. Maley: Probably the whole of that
land could be used for profitably growing
wheat.

The Minister for Railways. WVe are not
considering the profit of the individual,
we are considering productioni generally.

Mr. THOMSON: After a iman has held
his property for 15 or 20 years, it is quite
possible that he may have only a thousand
acres that he is utilising to the fullest
extent, that it may be giving him an
adequate return, that he has comptiied with
the law in every way, ha's cleared the
property, fenced it, constructedl dams,
etc.-

'Mr. Taylor: Then that man would he
quite safe.

Mr. THOMSON: I am putting the posi-
tion as I see it, and I fear that difficulties
will arise. I know of land in my district
that was offered to the Government at a
reasonable price and that land to-dlay is
of considerably greater value because of
what has been done with it. I know, of
course, when I quote this illustration. m1y
friends will possibly use it against me and
as an argument in favour of the Bill. A
certain area was offered to the Govern-
meat for closer settlement at Y2 17s. per
acre. The Government took no action.

Hon. Sir James 'Mitchell: It was not
the Government's affair. There was a
statutory hoard in existence.

Mr. THOMSON: But tbe Government
never even examined the property. Two
young fellows purchased 190 acros of tbe
area and planted vines on it. The land
immediately increased in value to £7, £S,
and £0 per acre. This was simply because
the young fellows who had taken up the
100 acres demonstrated what it was
capable of growing.

Hon. Sir James Mfitchell: The vines are
not bearing yet?

Mr. THOMSON: Whether the vines are
hearing or not I have given the facts.
Probahly some members will say that I
am using an argument in favorur of the
Ltroduction of the Closer Settlement Bill.
M.- contention is that 10 per cent. on the
assessable value of the land is not reason-
able.

The MXinister for Lands: But many
people do not do anything to improve the
value of their land.

Mr. THOMSON: When a nn submiits
his return to the Taxation Department he
is allowed to strike off 10 per cent. for de-
preeiation. As a man who is in business
has what is known as goodwill which comes
from the building up of that business, so
should the holder of a successful farming
proposition have a goodwill. Under the
Bill before the House any land may he
taken.

lion. Sir James Mitchell.- Nothing ol
the sort.

M r. THOMSON: I do not think I am
wrong because it is proposed to place in the
hands of the board the power to determine
whether the lnd is beint properly utiused.
Say a min has a thousand acres and that it
is 'taken from him at the valuation of £3.
To that amonut 10 per cent. is added and
we compel him to walk off his property,
which perhaps he has occupied for many
years. And 'we give him £000 plus the value
of his improvements and the value of the
land' Isr that sufficient compensation? I
declare it is not. The Bill does not say
that the land shsll be of a certain ares or
above a certain value as was provided in
the previous measures that were before the
House. The Bill now before us means that
the Government can take 500 acres or a
thousand acres in the manner that I have
indicated. I do not intend to oppose the
second reading; I am just giving my views
of some of the difficulties that I see. Of
course it can he argued that there is land
that is not properly utilised.

Mr. Mfaley: Many thousands of acres.
M r. THO'MSON: I do not believe it to

be the intention of the Government to con-
fiscate that which belongs to a section of
the -people; I believe the Government in-
tend to do justice by all and I am hopeful
that one or two amendments that I propose
to submit when the Bill is in Cornmittee
will receive favonrable consideration. What
I wvish to do is to safeguard the rights of
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those who have complied with all the con-
ditions, and who are doing their duty to tbe
State.

Hon. W. D). JOHNSON (Guildfordl)
[6.01: One is at a disadvantage in dis'
cussing a Bill of this description, remem-
bering that two somewhat similar Bills
were presented in previous sessions. It is
difficult, therefore, for a new member to
talk as freely as be would wish on the Bill
now before the House, To my mind the
introduction of the Bill might, with advan-
tage, havc been delayed until after the in-
troduction of the Bill which will have for
its object the taxation of unimproved land
values. I presume that the Government
have introduced the Bill for the purpose of
acquiring more land for those people wvho
are disappointed day after day by the
Lands Department. -No doubt the Mfiniter
has become concerned at the number of dis-
appointed persons leaving the Lands De-
partment day after day, and in his anxiety
to overcome that disability he has reached
the conclusion that the nearest cut to re-
form is the introduction of a measure such
as this. I differ from the Minister in that
regard, and do not think tlhis measure will
give him what he anticipates getting. To
my mind this is not a Closer Settlement Bill
at all, but really a Bill to expedite thd
utilisation of lands. The measure contains
many provisions wvhich give the owner of
land the opportunity to delay the operations
of the board to be appointed for the pur-
pose of acquiring land. Later on, even
after the board have done a great deal in
the way of investigation, the owner can step
in and give notice that he intends to use the
land himself, even although he has inju~red
the State for perhaps 20 years by holding
the land to the detriment of the general
prosperity. A Bill embodying so many
means of delay in acquiring land cannot

Possibly he called a Closer Settlement Bill.
Vltimately, perhaps it may serve some of
the purporses for which it' has bieen intro-
dued. Our need, as I understand it, is im-
mediate relief by the provision of land for
disappointed applicants. I contend this
measure will not achieve that end. The de-
bate we have heard on the measure so far,
of course a very brief debate, will be re-
peated upon the introduction of the Gov-
ernment's proposed tax on the value of tin-

improved lands, It is to that future Bill
the remarks of the Opposition Leader and
those of the member for Katanning (Mr.
Thomson) are pertinently applicable; but
they do not apply to the present measure.
This is not a Dill which will take land, but
one which says that land mday be taken
under special conditions unless the owner
elects to utilise it in the meantime, in some
cases land which, as I have said, he has
already held unused for 20 years. Let us
see to what extent the Minister can operate
under the measure. After he has got
the Bill through, he has to appoint a
board; and the members of the board are

to be specially appointed for the admin-
istration of this measure for closer settle-
ment. Judging by the experience we have
had up to date, it will take three months
to constitute the boardl. Tndeed, the opera-
tions generally of government, so far as I
know then,, are such that it requires three
months after the passage of a measure such
as this to eatallish it in a way such a
measure as this needs to be established in
order that its functions may operate. After
three months' delay, possibly, we get the
board, and then the board start to inquire.
We know what it means to get hoards start-
iag to inquire, In my estimation that pro-
cess will occupy at least three months. Ours
is a State of huge distances. There will be
the difficulty of deciding where the board
shall start their inquiries. After the board
have reviewed the State and made up their
minds where to start operations, they will
begin to make investigations regarding par:'
ticular lands which they propose to bring
under the provisions of this measure. There
is another three months gone. At the ex-
piration of six months, therefore, we arrive
at the inquiries. Eventually the board will
be ready to report to the Minister. Be-
fore they report to the Minister, however,
they have to notify all person% interested.
This will be a fairly extensive operation,
because they hare to notify not only those
whom a search at the Land Title Office
discloses as having an interest in the land
under review, but also all persons who ap-
pear to have any interest in the land. The
process of inquiry will therefore be ex-
tremely wide, and the board have to make
the notifications referred to, before they
can submit their report to the 'Minister.
The giving of these notices will consume
another three months.

The Minister for Lunds: The board can
find out at the Land Titles Office the per-
sons to be notified.

Ron. W. D. JOHNSON: 'No; it is not
limited to the Land Titles Office. The Bill
requires that all those who appear to have
any interest in the land shall be notified;
and even though the Land Titles Office be
searched, the investigations cannot be re-
stricted to that quarter.

The Minister for Lands: The Bill lays
down very clearly what is to be done in that
respect.

Hon. W. D. JOHNSON: The Bill directs
the board to notify all those who appear to
have any' interest in the land. Thereupon
the board report to the Minister, and after
they have reported the Minister is to give
the matter consideration, which means that
another month will pass before anything is
done. After consideration has been given
by the Minister to the subject, the land may
be declared land coming under the provi-
sions of the measure. Then notice to that
effect will have to be published in the
''Government Gazette.'' This last step,
getting the notice prepared and so forth,
will mean another month. After the Min-
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later has given his declaration, the owners
and persons interested are again notified
of that declaration. The sending out of
these further notices will mean another two
months' work. After all these things have
been done, the owner may checkmate all
the operations of the board up to date by
notifying the board, within three months
of his having received the notice, that it is
his intention to subdivide the land. He
has three months' grace before he is bound
actually to serve this notice. After having
given notice to the Government that he in-
tends to do that which the Government up
to this period had intended to do thema-
selves, be submits a scheme for subdivision
-yvet anther month. The board, after the
lapse of three months, receive notice that
the owner himself is going to subdivide;
and then, after the notice of intended sub-
division has been given, the owner is called
upon to submit to the board his scheme of
subdivision. If he fails to submit such a
seheme to the board, he is notified by the
hoard that he is in default. Upon getting
that notice of default, he has the right of
appeal to a judge against such notice.
That, again, will take a few months.

MAr. Thomson: Where does he get the
right of appeal to a )udgel

Hlon. W. D. JORNSON: In Clause S.
For my own information I have totalled
up these various periods; and although I
do not claimn to be en exact judge of time
in this regard, still, as far as I can gauge
the position in the light of my experience
of Government procedure in matters of this
description, 23 months will be spent before
the position is reached when the board have
the land and ean start to subdivide.

The Mlinister for Lands: You might
bo'.e added another month and made the
period two years.

Hion. W. D. JOHNSON%: I have tried to
estimate correctly tho time which the pro -
cess will take. I should like the 3lhfinister
to explain to me how he is going to acquire
land for closer settlement under this Bill
withonut greater delay than this country can
stand. The trouble we are lahiouriug under
to-day, as the Mfinister has said over and
over again, is that we have not enough land
available for settlement. If that is so,
surely the postion, is extremely serious, es-
pecially seeing that in addition to the
numerous people we have here desirous of
taking up land, there are the immigrants to
be considered. Quite a number of Western
Australian residents are anxious to take uip
land because of the growth of their fami-
lies. Everv member of the House must
have a constituent or two who, after wrork-
inV for years in a factory or a metropolitan
industry, has reared his family and wants
to take up land in order that be may keep
his family together. The boys have begun
to grow up, reaching the age of 13, 14, 15,
or 16. The father then realises that the
one possibility of keeping his family to-
gether in this State is to get them on the

land. There are no secondary industries
here to absorb the boys. The father has
j ust one opportunity of maintaining his
home circle, and that is to utilise his boys
on a farm. In addition we have the fact
that we are spending huge sums of money
in bringing people from oversea to this
State for the purpose, the only purpose, of
settling them on the land. Since we find
that we have not now land enough for own
own, while actually inviting others to come
and share our land, surely we want some
other method than this Bill provides to get
the land made available that should be
made available, the land that has been
held for years and years to the prevention
of progress in 'Western Australia. There is
only one practical way of achieving closer
settlement. We shall 'not accomplish closer
settlement by means of this Bill. The
only mnens of attaining that end, and
attaining it quickly, is to place a tax upon
the unimproved value of land. If we at-
tempt to do that byv this measure, no doubt
we shall he told, as wve shall also be told
;then a measure for that special purpose is
introduced, that there is no need for a tar
on unimproved land values. From the Op-
position Lender's speech, and especially
from the speech of the member for Sat-
aiming, we can infer that those gentlemen
are opposed to any tax upon unimproved
land values.

Sitting suspended from 8.15 to 7.30 p-1-1.

Hon. IV. D. JOHNSON: Prior to the tea
adjournment I was expressing the view
that the speeche; or lion. inembers sitting
on the Opposition side of the House sav-
outrvel or a protest against any action being
taken to force those holding unused land
to make their land available to the inchi-
vidual either by itieas of their own sub-
divisions or by the State acquiring the land
for the purpcse of sub division. I have al-
ready stated that this Bill will not do that
which the MYinister desires, nor will it do
what lie seeks to achieve in the time he
trould like. The Bill can be divided into
three sections that are vital. One section
refrs to the appointment of the hoard;
another gives the board the right to take
land that is ninutiliseil and unproduetivz,
and the third section deals with the pay-
ment of compensation. Cluse 3, which
gives the hoard power to take land
that is unutilibed and an productive, is so
surrounded by con1ditions that, in my
opinion, it will take 23 months from the
time the Act is passed until the board can
secure land for subdiviison. Then again
the definition setting out what is unutilised
and unproductive land makes the measure
unduly limited. If it is to he a closer
settlemnent measure, it does not matter
whether the la-nd is supposed to be utilised
or productive. The question is as to
whether one individlual can utilise his land
and produce from it the maximum the land
can produce, or use the land to the maxi-
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mum of its capabilities. It is not a ques-
tion whether the land is utilised or is pro-
ductive. The aspect that should be the
determining factor is whether the land
should be taken for closer settlement. The
question, too, is whether land could be
better used by subdivision. Therefore, if
the board be satisfied that land can be put
to better use from the point of view of the
StateI by being subdivided and placed under
the control of a number of people, instead
of being monopolised by an individual, the
board should have the right to take the land.
Furthermore, in addition to the other lim-
itations, the board is restricted in the ex-
ercise of its functions. The Bill does not
say to what extent the land must be utilised
and he productive. Finally, the question
of compensation is too much surrounded
by provisions. We should say definitely
that the unimproved value that has to be
paid for the land shall be the value placed
upont it by the owner in his taxation re-
turns. Upon that, I would be willing to
pay the extra 10 per cent, for compulsory
acquirement. Speaking from a layman's
point of view, it seenms to me that the word-
ing of the clause, setting out how the un-
improved value of the land is to be arrived
at, leaves room for argument as to whether
or not the value placed upon the property
by the owner in his taxation return shall
be taken as the value. Tn conclusion, I wish
to emphasise that T am disappointed with
the Bill. It will not work fast enough.
Seeing that time is the essence of the con-
tract, we must get land and get it immed-
iately. We will not get it uinder the Bill.
In fairness to Western Australia, we should
get it by imposing a tax based upon the
unimproved value. A measure to gain that
end has been long delayed, and that delay
bat done an enormous amount of harm to
the State. Had we passed a measure of that
description 15 or 20 years ago, the settle-
ment of our land would have been on a
totally different basis. The absence of such
a taxation measure represents a considerable
loss to Western Australia. We do not want
to delay the matter longer. I look upon
such a. measure as of paramount importance
from a land settlement and development
point of view. Such a measure should have
preceded the one now before us, for that
would represent the practical way of getting
at what the Minister wants. The Bill re-
presents a roundabout way of doing it. In
my opinion the measure will prove so slow
that injury will be done to the country
because of the introduction of the Dill
rather than the taxation measure I refer to.

Mr. SAMPSON (Swan) (7.371: 1 con-
gratulate the iMinister for Lands upon in-
troducing the Hill at this early stage of the
session. I have always felt that the indiv-
idmial who holds a large area of unutilised
land is not acting in the best interests of
the State. The Bill seems to afford some
solution of the problem with which we are
faced. We know that the railways are in

grave difficulties because of tfie necessity
to ensure suafficient revenue to make the de-
partinent pay. The effect of the Dill must
be to increase production and consequently
railway transport work must increase too.
Too often have we seen in Western Aus-
tralia and in other States very fine land
utilised merely as a sheep walk. The time
has come in Western Australia when the
interests of the people as a whole should be
considered, and when those who are hold-
ing up huge territories of unutilised lads
should be compelled to release them and so
permit others willing to utilise them to
enter into occupation. About two years
ago a friend of mine was desirous of taking
uip land. He went to the eastern wheat
belt and had to go 14 miles from a railway
before he could get land. When journeying
through the country, one can see from the
windows of railway carriages thousands of
acres of unutilised land. Western Australia
cannot enter into a full measure of pros-
perity while the present conditions con-
tinue. T recall that when in the Wyalcatchemn
district a few years ago I noticed some on-
utilised land and questioned a friend of mine
about it. He told me that of the 5,000
acres in the block referred to, only 1,000
acres were being used. The remaining
4,000 acres constituted a burden on the
State. The non-utilisation of that land for
wvheat production meant so much lost work
for the railways and so much lost prosperity
for Western Australia. The embodying of
the suggestion contained in the New Zea-
land measure, whereby the valuation placed
on the land by the owner, plus 10 per cent.,
shall be the accepted value, seems to be a
reasonable proposition.

The Minister for Lands: That is the
unimproved value.

Mr. Thomson: Would you lie to take
10 per cent, on the goodlfl of your bas-
iness -

Mr. SAMPSON: I do not know that
there is any goodwill in property that is not
utilised. If the land is only partially
Atilsed the 10 ncr cent, on the unimproved
value is an acknowledgment that it is in
excess of the value the owner himself has
stated to be a fair value for the land.

Mr. Thomson: You would not like to
take it if it was your property.

Mr. J. H. Smith: How do you arrive at
the value?

Mr. SAMPSON: It would be arrived at
by the owner himself, as disclosed in is
tanation returns. As to the board to be
set up, there may be continual changes in
the personnel. When it comes to dealing
with land it seems to me that the two de-
partmental officers and the local man, should
be able to arrive at reasonable solution, of
the difficulties that will arise regarding im-
provemnents and other matters that reqnire
to be dealt with.

'.%r. Thomson: I do not know that you
would he keen on three men coming into
your husiness premises to arrive at such de-
terminations.
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MAr. SA3tPSO'N: I do not know that I.
would object. If three mna gave me 10 per
"ent. on the full value of my business, I
would be willing to step out and find some-
thing else to do. The position to-day is that
something must be done to mnake land avail-
able. I congratulate the Minister because
this4 is a serious; attempt to solve a difficult
problem. I aelknwledge that the previous
Government introduced two Bills very much
tiltig these line,;. The BiM has gone further
in thnt leases are to be dealt with, I do
niot know that many will find fault with
that. The member for Guildford (Hon. W.
1). Johnson) drew attention to the long time
that will apparently elapse before the land
requnired will bet resmumed. I find it difficult
to dlecide whether the member for Guildford
is in favour of the Bill or opposed to it.

Ron. W. D. Johnson: I think there is
u better way of doing it.

'Mr. SAMPSON: Perhaps in Committee
t1w hon. miember will be able to more amend-
ments to expedite the work of resumption.

Hon. W. D. Johnson: I would do it by
way of taxation.

Mr, Siktl'SON: We should have taxation
as wvell. There is plenty of land in the
State that would never be disposed of if an
additional tax alone were to be applied. It
would be insufficient to bring about the de-
sired result. The Bill takes the matter out
of the hands of those who refuse to properly
utilise their lands. The unimproved land
values tax will do somne good, hut the Bill
also will do good. We should have both.
The mnember for Guildford (Hon. W. D.
Johnson) says the unimproved land values
taxation is the only way. T acknowledge
that his years are very much greater thau
are mine, but I disagree with him on this
point.

Hon. WV, D. Johnson: I should be sorry
to be ast old ast you-

'Mr. SA-MPSO'N: I have always sup-
ported the spirit of this measure, and be-
en,,se of that I symnpathise to some extent
wvith the member for Itatanning ("Mr. Thom-
son) who, I understand, is not in favour of
the Bill. I know there is a divided opinion
among primary producers in respect Of
closer settlement. That was shown on
both occasions when previously the Hill
was before the House. But the hon. mem-
ber helped the Minister when he referred
to the planting of vines as proving that
certain land that had not been usta was
valuable for closer settlement.

Mr. Thomson: It is being fully used to-
day.

Mr. SAMNPSON: I am in sympathy with
the hon. member who, I know, is anxious to
do what is right. But opinion is divided.
His own arguments show that, although
speaking against the measure, be brought
forward a splendid argument in favour of it.
The question to be considered is, not the
owner of the unutilised land, bat thke effect
on the State of the holding up of that land.
The State cannot afford that good land

should be held unutilised while there is so
urgent a demand for land, So the question
to be decided is, can the land be put to a
better use in the interests of the Statol
There are thousands and thousands of acres
that can be put to better use than that to
which they are being put to-day. While 1
reserve the right to consider amendments, 1
am entirely in accord with the principle of
the measure.

On motion by 'Mr. Davy, debate ad-
Journed.

BII.Tr-ARBITRATION ACT AM1END-
MENT.

Message.
Message from the Administrator received

mind read recomnnending the Bill.

Sc-and Reading.
Thme 'MINISTER VOR WORKS (Ron. A.

McCaIlIM-Sou4th Fremantle) (7.51] in
moving the second reading said: I am fully
seized with the importance of this measure
to the community as a whole. The Court of
Arbitration practically decides the main
at-tivities of trade and commerce in all their
ramifications. It takes out of the hands of
the employer the right to say what wages
he shall pay, and the industrial conditions
his employees shall enjoy. Those are con-
trolled by the court and affect all branches
of trade and industry from one end of the
continent to the other. The court's decisions
also enter into practically every home in the
State. The court affects family life and
enters into the social existence of our people
as no other court does. It establishes directly
or indiri-etir the standard of living of the
great bulk of the pecople in the State. It
either deals with them directly by awards or
agreements, or else its decisions are taken as
a standard gcveruing and] fixing the wages
and salaries of those who are not directly
under its jurisdiction. Admittedly, there is
grave need for an aniendment of the law as
it stands. This was recognised by the pre-
vious Governmient, and they appointed a
Royal Commission to inquire into the opera-
tions of similar laws throughout the con-
tinent and in other parts of the world, and
to recommend amendment. They did me
the honour of appointing me a member of
that Commission. But the political atmos-
phere at the time was not settled, and at
least two members of the Commission were
interested in the elections. As a result of
those elections, I was called upon to occupy
the position I now have the honour to hold,
eanl the Commission was dissolved on the
recommendation of the Commission itself.
But this Government have taken the
stand that they belong to a move-
ment, or were given birth by a
movement, that understands where it
wants to go in arbitration. We have
made a study of the system, and
we have our own policy in respect of it.
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We hove decided to accept the responsi-
bility of submitting to Parliament the
policy the Government stand for irrespec-
tive of the report of any Commission.
That is the stand we are taking, and the
Bill represents the matured consideration
and judgment of those who have had
many years of close association with the
working of the system of arbitration. I
have had prepared the memorandum on
the front page of the Bill. It will give
to hon. members an idea of the salient
features of the amendments proposed.
There has been considerable criticism of
the operations of compulsory arbitration.
It has been subjected to more unfair criti-
cism than has any other law on cur
statute-book, Because arbitration has not
prevented all strikes and all industrial
stoppages, people are apt to forget just
what the position was prior to the intro-
duction of arbitration. I do not know
why it is, but arbitration has been singled
out for special attack, and the faults and
failures in different aspects of its opera-
tions have been enlarged when similar
faults in other laws have passed unnoticed.
I do not know why there should be a cry
for the abolition and repeal of the system
of arbitration simply on the score that it
has not effected all that was hoped of it,
has not succeeded in preventing all indus-
tnial stoppages. That attitude is not
adopted towards any other law on our
statute-book. No one 'would treat the
police as being useless because order is
not always kept in the street. We fre-
quently have breaches of the peace in our
streets; yet the police are not said to be
useless nor would anybody be bold eongh
to say that because there is not always
peace in our streets the police should be
abolished. Nor do those people treat our
criminal courts as useless because there
still exists crime. Yet because arbitra-
tion has not preventea all industrial stop-
pages, there is a section of the community
that declares it to be useless. Light-
houses were erected in order to avert ship.
reek. But because shipwrecks still con-

tinue, no one will be bold enough to say
that lighthouses should be abolished.
Everybody realises that although ship-
wrecks do happen occasionally, there
would be a great many more of them if
there were no lighthouses. We can accept
it without question that without arbitra-
tion, industrial stoppages would have been
far more frequent, would have lasted over
extended periods, and would have been
far more bitterly fought. There is a
powerful financial organisation with head-
quarters in the city of Melbourne. It is
financed by all the great commercial
cormorants of this country and its title,
I believe, is the Constitutional Union. It
sets up subsidiary bodies, but it finds the
money. It established the subsidiary body

called the Single Purpose League, and
members who were here last session know
how we were bombarded with literature
from that body and how it carried on a
Press propaganda from one end of Aus-
tralia to the other with the single purpose
of obtaining the repeal of all laws con-
trolling the fixation of wages. A mint of
money must have been expended by that
body in literature and Press propaganda.
I believe its members simply represent an
extreme element of the employing classes
of Australia; I do not think f or one
moment that they represent a majority of
the employers. They represent an ex-
treme element just as there exists in the
ranks of trades unionism an extreme
element who desire to have all restrictions
taken away, leaving them a free and open
field to fight out their differences, eacb
relying Upon its own3 strength to gain its
ends. When I say there are such ex-
tremists amongst trades unionists holding
those views, I am not unmindful that a
few years ago my reputation in that direc-
tion was extreme. I wras usually held up
to the community as a man who made a
hobby of creating industrial disturbances.

Mr. George: You never deserved it.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: I was

held up as one who was never happy
unless I had a strike, and that it was a
pastime of mine to travel throughout tbe
State, causing trouble wherever I went.
r cannot uinderstand the mentality of
people who hold views of that kind. Any
man of common sense knows that the
ordinary trades union officisi is busy
enough and has sufficient anxiety without
a strike. The momtent his members are
out of work he has mnuch additional
responsibility and anxiety and work con-
fronting him, and if he looks for that
sort of thing for fun, well, he is a
most peculiar individual indeed. Anyone
who knows the inside workings of our
organisation or has met responsible offi-
cials in the tradevs union movement, if at
all impartial and open-minded, must admit,
as do the presiding officers of industrial
courts throughout Australia, that they stand
on the sidle of industrial peace, that it has
been their influence and help that has made
for the settlement of a great number of in-
dustrial troubles and has allowed indirstry
to be carried on pencefully. 'Notwithstand-
ing the. agitation that comes from certain
quarters, I believe the overwhelming weight
of public opinion is in favour of legislative
control. I1 do not think there can be any
questioning! of that fact. But bec-axqe onr
Jaw has not been perfect, because in its
operation it has proved faulty in many re-
spects, some people maintain that the wvhole
system is had and that it should be done
away with, We have to remember that the
present state of our civil and criminal laws
is not the result of a decade or a century of
experience but is the experience of ages.
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Arbitration a quarter of a century ago was
entirely an innovation, but during flat
short period it has made for wonderful im-
provement. In viewv of the importance ef
this phase of the subject, I propose to
briefly sketch its history in Australia uith
the object of reminding those people who
complain of ti e operations of arbitration of
the position prior t(I the adoption of arbi-
tration and what the position is likely to be
if arbitration were abolished. Before 1590
the attitude ot Parliament to industrial
disputes was one of apathy; at least it "-as
strongly in favour of non-intervention.
Unions which were at first ignored and then
regarded as. illegal associations, had been
legalised, mid thle f'irniation of indi-3
trial organisations hail proceeded apace.
With tl-e growth and affliation of bo0th
workers' and employers' organisations, it
si-as inevitable that industrial conflicts
,should extend in area and severity, but the
necessity for State interference was not
recognised. It was quite apparent lint a
trial of strength would come before long.
Non-interferenee in industrial disputes tins
thle accepted policy of practically alt the
Parliamuents of Australia. That doctrine of
non1-intervention was stated by Mr. (atfter-
wards S-ir William) MeMillan at the Fed-
eral Convention in 1898 when he said:.--

I hold-and every year of my politic!al
life has made it a more sacred principle
to me-that the less the Government do,
except as acting as policenin in trade
disputes, the better for the com-
munity. . . . The less the Government
have to do with these things the better,
and the more clearly it is n nd erstonet -thait
the Government are not to interfere ex-
cept for the preserv-ation of law and
order, the sooner these dlisputes will be
likely to end.

That1 I thaink, clearly sets forth the doc-
trine that was the accepted policy of the
Parliaments at the time. But it acted in
only one way. Inl its essence it supported
the employers, and gave no assistance at all
to the industrial workers. The law was
used to protect the employers and the work-
ers were left unprotected. Events occurred,
however, to lead legislators to reconsider
their attitude. In 1890 there occurred a
series of strikes accompanied by industrial
disturbances of a magnitude unprecedented
in Australia. The unions had been gradu-
ally, strengthening their organisations, and
their objective -was collective bargaining.
Th~eir weakness, of course, lay in time num-
ber of workers outside the unions, and they
decided to overcome that weakness by re-
fusing to work with non-unionists. The em-
ployers, of cours4e, realised that the unions'
weakness was their strength, and they
sought to establish what they called free-
dom of contract-the right to conduct their
business as they pleased, and to employ
whom they pleased irrespective of whether
the men were members of unions or not. In
1890 the great shearers' strike occurred in
Queensland. The member for Mt. Margaret

(Mr. Taylor) will remember that, and al-
though he was one of those who suffered as
a result, it is to us, who are to-day stand-
ing where he did at that period, very sad
to find him sitting cheek by jowl with the
opposite side.

Mr. Taylor: You would not have been
am 013- enLough to stand the test.

The -MINISTER FOR WORKS: I have
m1ver yet sh irked my resp'oasibility in that
respvvt. When the shearers' strike occurred
in 1890i and later onl the great maritime
strike developed, the latereoloniall Labour
Coun cil at Sydney issued the foUowinig de-
elaratiori-

The time has conic when a supreme
struggle must be fought iii t he defence
of trades unionism, and the maintenance
and defence of the right of labour to fed-
crate in a common cause.

That declaration went forth from a confer-
ence of union leaders all over Australia,
anId was taken up as a declaration and
practically resultedl in a general strike
throughout the continent. The struggle, as
we all know now, led to great commercial
chaos right through industry, aad from one
end of Australia to the other. Apart from
the efforts of a few individuals, the atti-
tude of the community a-ad of the various
Legislatures towards industrial disputes and
social Ji-stice was either one of apathy or
of hostility towards intervention. Coghlan
has written in ''Labour and Industry in
Australia'" as follows:-

So far as the mnaritinme workers were
coinw-rneri, the strike resulted in their
vomplete discomfiture. The employers
gained freedomi to employ non-union
labour; wagcs wcre reduced, though not
to anly great extent, and the conditions.

ato hours of labour, overtime, and the
pecriods of payment, which the union bad
enforced and on which it set great store,
fell into disuse. New South Wales u-as
the chief sufferer from this strike, as its
imtmediate effect was to depress industry
of every kind. Employment was reduced
anl wages lowered; large numbers of
Mecn inl various occulpations were thrown
out of work, unskilled labourers especially
finding it (ifficult to obtain employment.

During the great maritime strike and the
shearers' strike, Governments were content
to act as police, and the policy of non-
intervention was faithfully adhered to, but
there were signs that the wisdom of non-
intervention was a matter of doubt. Out of
the bitter controversies catte the determina.-
tion thatzsomething could and should -be done
in the future to avoid such upheavals. 0ut-
sifle the ranks of trades unionists, many
muen who had no sympathyr with the strikes
became imipatient with thle employers for
refusing what they regarded as a reasonable
request of the unions for a conference.
Chief Justice Higginbotham, amoangst
others, was so disgusted with the hostile
and adamant attitude of the employers in
refusing even to meet the union leaders in
conferee that he donated £10 per week
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to a strike fund so long as the strike lasted.
In Victoria and New Zealand the Legisla-
tive Assemblies passed resolutions affirming
the diew that a conference should be held,
and a simila, motion in the Sooth Austra-
lian Parliament was negatived by a narrow
majority. Charles Cameron Kingston, in
the course of the debate said:-

It would be a good thing if the House
took Proper steps for the purpose of com-
pelling parties to industrial disputes to
refer their diffiulties to a tribunal in
whom the public bad confidence.

But he contended that the time was not
then ripe for such a drastic change. Later
in the year 1890, however, Kingston intro-
duced an Industrial Disputes Settlement
Hill. The Bill did not become law, but it
was the lbasis of all subsequent legislation
on the subject of compulsory arbitration.
WThatever Credit is due for the initiation of
compulsory arbitration in Australia must go
to Charles Cameron Kingston. Kingston
was a big-hearted democrat. Those of us
who now occupy prominent positions in the
public life of Australia have a good deal
for which to thank such a man as Kingston
He struck a true democratic note and created
a public atmosphere, and carried out the
educational work that permitted Labour to
take the part it is taking to-day in the gov-
erment of this country. Kingston should
not be forgotten whenever a law similar to
the Bill before us is being considered by
any Parliament in Australia. He should bie
given credit for having carried out all the
pioneering work that has made possible
such legislation in Australia.

Mr. George: He was a big Australian.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Yes.

The great industrial disturbances of 1890,
though they resulted in the defeat of the
unions, led by their very magnitude to the
public consideration of whether some al-
ternative could be found. The public in-
terest would not he aroused by ay indus-
trial dispute, which only trivially or re-
motely interfered with their convenience.
Suich disputes a, the maritime trouble and
the shearers' dispute, whirl, practically hung
up all industry n-ere different matters. The
effe,-t was the same as the result of the
world conflict, the great wvar, the ramifi-
cations of which were so extensive that they
brought home to the nations of the world
the need for doing something else to settle
differenceq. The outcome was the estab-
lishient of the League of Nations and ar-
bitrattion for the settlement of international
affairs. King~qtnnt was the first to justify
the policy of public intervention in disputes,
which haid previously been regarded as the
concern of the parties themselves. He
Showed that through the growth of organisa-
tions of einployetrs and employees, industrial
welfare had so extended that the contests
became prejudicial to the whole community.
Fromt time to time in the efforts to justify
public intervention in industrial disputes,
the harm done to the innocent public, who
were not parties to the dispute, was the

theme repeatedly put forward by Kings-
ton. Sir 8=61e Griffith, who was in
1URS Premier of Queensland, before the
shearers' strike, issued a manifesto. His
attitude is worthy of considerable notice-,
in view of the high position he subse-
quently occupied in the public life of Aus-
tralia. The years that went by had a
mellowing effect upon him, but there was
still some of the attitude of his early days
noticeable in his life. In 1888 he Said in
this manifesto-

The relations between labour and
capital constitute one of the great diffi-
culties of the day. I look to the recog-
nition of this principle, that a share of
the profits of productive labour belongs
of right to the labourner as of the grTeat-
est importance in the future adjustment
of their relations. The experiment of
giving to workmen a personal interest
in the success of the industrial under-
takings in which they are engaged has
already been tried in a few cases by
individual employers, and has resulted
in conspicuous advantage to all parties.

In 1800 Griffith introduced a Bill to the
Parliament of Queensland entitled ''The
Natural Law Relating to the Acquisition
of Property.'' Amongst its remarkable
clauses were the following:-

21. The natural and proper measure
of wages is such a sum as is a fair im-
mediate recompense for the labour fox
which they are paid, having regard to-
its character and duration; but it can
never be taken at a less sum than such
as is sufficient to maintain the labourer
and his family in a state of health andl
reasonable comfort.

2-8. It is the duty of the State to
make provision by positive law for
securing the proper distribution of the
net products of labour in accordance
with the principles hereby declared.

Griffithi; went out of politics, and that
measure did not become law. It is worthy
of note that even at that early date, 1890,
that Bill affirmed the principle of thc
living wage and the duty of the State td
interfere. When we can go so far back in
our history, and find that those who were
not Labour men, and who in later years
became very hostile to the trade 1union
movement, recognised that it was aSoe-
lutely essential to have some State con-
trol,' and declared that the livina wage
was equally essential, it is something to
be remembered. That should for all time
dispose of the arguments that are put up
that it is not the function of Parliament
or Governments to step in awl control
industrial disputes. In 1884 a Royal Com-
mission was appointed in Victoria-the
late Mr. Alfred Deakin being the chair-
man-to consider the sweating evil. It
reported that the most effective mode of
bringing about industrial co-operation and
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mutual sympathy between employers end
employed, thus obviating labour conflicts
in the future, was by the establishment
of courts of conciliation, whose procedure
and awards should have the snction and
authority of the law. That recommendation
bore no immediate fruit, but as we know
later on it did have effect. Alfred fleakin
who was another great Australian, and in
many ways a good democrat, when speaking
in 1903 upon the introduction of compulsory
arbitration in the House of Representatives
said:-

'Under the new system-and here is the
revolution-a different aim will operate.
Might is not to make right. But as soon
as it can he discerned and determined,
right is to make might.

He then went on to deal with social justice,
and expressed this sentiment:

The attainment in some measure, and
possibly in a rude fashion, of social justice
is as absolutely essential as materiel pros-
perity. Permanent prosperity can only be
based upon institutions which are cemented
by socini justice. Under the influence of
a sense of injustice, of inequality, unfair-
ness, and helplessness, the working popu-
lation of the world cannot be expected to
submit to their lot. There must be held
out to them the prospect of betterment
and advancement for the individual, the
family and the class, as well as for the
nation as a whole. We do Dot desire to
see a pyramid like that of Egypt reared
on the abject misery, ignorance, and help-
lessness of the masses. We feel that the
object of our culture and many of
the objects of our government, are con-
cerned as a fundamental condition with
the well-being of the masses of the people.
No measure ever submitted to. any legis-
lature offers greater prospects of the es-
tablishment of a social justice, and of the
removal of inequalities than do those
which are based upon the principle of con-
ciliation and arbitration.

I commend to members the measure now be-
fore the House in the sentiments so ably
expressed by Alfred J)cakin. There is a
spirit of true democracy in those remarks.
They were made by a man who saw how
neessaryv it was that the cause of humanity
should be the dominant feature in the fram-
ing of any legislation of this kind. MJay 1
disse-ct the statement of Deakin, in order to
emphasise one or two of the clauses that we
are proposing to embody in this Bill. He
said:

There must be held out to them the
prospect of betterment and advancement
for the individual, the family, and the
class, as well as for the nation as a whole.

It was not enough merely to say that the
nation was progressing. One could point
to big banking accounts and build up an
enormous surplus, and see industries pro-
gressing. That was not enough unless there
could also be shown some advancement for
the masses of the people. It was not a true

test of the progress and health and pros-
perity of a nation, and it could not be
judged entirely by its bank balances, or the
state of its trade and commerce. The best
test was the happiness and prosperity of
the people of the nation. Deakin also said:

We do not desire to see a pyramid like
that of Egypt reared on the abject misery,
ignorance and helplessness of the masses.

No country can stand in competition with
other ations, unless it has a well-educated,
self-reliant and healthy people.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: That is true.
The MINISTER FOR WORKCS- To say

that one would rather build up enormous
commercial concerns without any regard to
the condition of the people engaged in build-
ing up industry, does not point to a healthy
condition for any nation. That was the
essence- of Deakin 's remarks, and the senti-
ment behind them should live in hisiory,
During the same speech Deakin said:

Hitherto the battles of modern indus-
trialism have been regarded as wholly per-
sonal, and so long- as the police regulations
have not been infringed have been fought
out by the individual and unions engaged
in them without interference, the State
acting, so to speak, as stake-holder and
'keeping the ring - . . Is not the main
justification for the action now proposed
the tact that the whole community has
suffe red again and again, and that thous-
ands of persons, at first unrelated to the
pa~rticular dispute, have been deeply and
injuriously affected by its continuance.

Justice Higgins, who subsequently became
the president of the Commonwealth Court of
Arbitration, said in the course of the de-
bate:

The wisdom of a hous'hulder who might
-allow his family and servants to settle a
domestic dispute by smashing the furni-
ture and each other, while he contentedly
locked the front door and kept stran-
gers. from the door-step, would not impress
anyone. It would be about on a
par with that of the upholders of absolute
non-interference by the State in the worst
class of strikes and lockouts.

That seems to me to 5amn up the position ot
non-interference. We can take it that in
very few Parliaments is that doctrine of non-
interference now accepted. Having decided
that the State should not stand idly by, the
next thing was to determine what form
State action should take. It was recognised
that strikes and lockouts could not be pro-
hibited absolutely; some alternative must be
found. What was the alternativet The al-
ternative, after endeavouring to get the dis-
putants to agree upon a settlement, wvas to
refer the dispute to a third party to be
agreed upon. But this method was available
w"ithout legal intervention. Moreover, it had
been the experience of other countries that
even where courts of conciliation were es-
tablished they were not availed of to any
considerable extent. That is our position in
this state to-day. We have repeatedly heard
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it said here that we would be far better off
without the Arbitration Court, and that if
we had simple cociliation, a system of
round table conferences where the parties
could be got together, we would be far bet-
ter off than under the system of compulsory
arbitration having force behind it. But I
miay remind those holding such a view that
those thing can be done withouitlaw. That is,
the position to-day outside arbitration.
There is nothing to-day to prevent parties
to a dispute meeting around a table and
coming to an agreement, and then having
their agreement given the force of law. In
fact, that is practically the universal custom,
and what almost invariably happens before
an industrial dispute reaches the court. As
a rule the court is appealed to only when the
parties eventually cannot agree. Conference
after conference is usually held, and dis-
cussion after discussion ocre; and if those
things are not conciliation, I do not know
what conciliation is. Kingston was one of
those who had no faith in voluntary tribu-
nals. In his opinion, the want of efficay of
last legislative efforts was due to the absence
of any power to compel parties to settle
their differences before a tribunal. Here is
what he said on that aspect-

We took the uttmost care in the building-
up of courts and the creation of judicial
tribunals, securing the best talent in the
land to provide for the settlement of pri-
ralte disputes. How important was it
in the much larger matter, which
affected trade, industry, and commerce,
when disputes between capital and
labour involved the interests of thou-
sands of men, the employment of capi-
tal, and the earning of wages, and nho
affected the entire community, to create
tribunals to prevent disputes occurring,or, if they did arise, to shorten the
period of their existence.

The experience of the world has shown
that if there is only conciliation and con-
ference, without anything to compel the
c'ombatants to submit their dispute to
some tribunal, the process does not go
very far. Tbs last sentence I have quoted
from Kingston has been proved by history
to he absolutely justified: when d.isputes
do arise the result under compulsory arbi-
tratlion is to shorten their duration.
Strikes and lockouts are now considered
by those who have any knowledge of them
to be a barbarous method of settling dis-
putes. The aftermath of each strike is a
feeling of bitterness, the beaten Party
looking to the future to bring aboat a
reversal of the result of to-day, and Iscer-
mined at the earliest opportunity to take
advantage of any fancied weakness in
its opponent to renew the struggle. The
defeated party is always looking for a
chance to regain the ground he ba" lost
in the trouble.

Mr. George: That applies to both dis-
putants.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Yes. It
cannot be said that any one side feels
greater bitterness when dlefeated than the
other side. From that position in a brief
quarter-century every State of the Com-
monwealth now has soma legislative
enactment providing for the settlement of
industrial disputes. Althougch industrial
arbitration has weatheril many political
Storms, rarely does a week pass without
some phase or other of the subject .living
rise to discussion among politicians, em-
ployers, Or employees. It is frequently
the object of indiscriminate abuse, or
equally indiscriminate praise--more often
the former. Sometimes it is blamed be-
cause it has not acted as a panaeea for
all Industrial ills, an]I somertimes it Is
charged with being the cause of all in-
dustrial ills. The 0-aige against indus-
trial arbitration Vint. instead of briuiging
peace, it has brought only strikes and
turmoil, and has riporl employers and em-
ployees into hostile camps and has made
them irreconcilable enemies, cannot be
established. The same condition of affairs
is world-wide. It obtains in countries
where there is no industrial arbitration as
well as in countries where there is. Arbi-
tration has not Succeeded in preventing
strikes, and has disappointed many who
thought that the strike weapon would fall
into desuetude. But the same causes that
led to industrial unrest in other countries
brought about industrial trouble in Aun.
tralia. The advocates of arbitration con-
tend that the necessary adjustments were,
under a system of industrial arbitration,
brought about with less turmoil, less fric-
tion, more logic, and more equity than in
countries where there was no arbitration;
and the results would have been less satis-
factory had there been no arbitration. An
examination of the statistics of strikes
will indicate that the days lost through
strikes-even during the year when, the
general upheaval took place in New S~ooth
Wales-id not, if averagel Iover all the
workers in Australia, come to more than
the time which would be lost on two holi-
days. On the subject of the losses through
strikes, I have frequently seen figures
quoted whose origin Iant at a loss to
guess.

Mr. Richardson: How was that result as
to two holidays worked out?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS : The
hon. member can take Knibbs's figures
and work the proportion out for hinmself,
taking the whole of the industrial workers
of Australia, and not only those engaged
in particular industries. It seems reason-
able to suggest that the existence of an
alternative to strikes must be beneficial-
some tribunal which, whatever its faults,
would investigate industrial matters and
decide upon some principle other than
that right is might. Such a tribunal, Ret
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up by the Parliament of the people and
supported by a large body of public
opinion, should, if it did not obviate
strikes, obviate some strikes, shorten the
duration of some strikes, lessen the bitter-
ness, and lead to a better understanding
both by the combatants and the public
of the merits of disputes. A11 we as a
party arc asking for under the arbitration
law is that justice be done. We are ask-
ing for nothing more than justice3, and we
have no intention whatever of framing a
law that will give either side an advant-
age in its position before the Arbitration
Court. But we want to set uip a tribunal
that shall be unhampered, so that it will
mete out justice to all parties who Fhppeur
before it.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: 1Is not that
what every Government has triad to do?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS:- We
hope to succeed better than previous Gee.
ornments.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: You are an
Optimist.

The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS- It is
12 years since there has been any material
alteration in the arbitration law of this
State. Other States have made substan-
tial progress during that period, and this
Bill attempts to take advantage of their
experience. It 'will be observed that by
the Bill the whole of the arbitration
machinery is remodelled. The first essen-
tial of any system for the control of in-
dustrial troubles is that it shall be easy
and quick of access.

Mr. Richardson:. Hear, heart
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am a

little afraid that the proceedings of our
tribunal have not given that desideratum
to the parties who wished to have disputes
settled. The Government are firmly con-
vinced that tbe growth of work and of
responsibility in this State renders it im-
possible for any single tribunal to deal
with all the claims advanced, and that no
single tribunal can cope with all the work
ahead, and, finally, that the responsibility
is too great. We know of eases which
have been listed for months and even for
years awaiting a hearing, and have not
been heard. I am not going to assert that
all the delay has been due to the court. I
know that that is not the ease. But
I also know that delays are a fruitful
cause of industrial unrest, and that die-
pates would be much easier of settle-
ment if they were taken in their early
stages, before the bitterness of vartvr
feeling had crept into them, and before
the leanders an either side had committed
themselves to definite decisions and lines
of action and. policy. If disputes were
taken in hand before those conditions arose,
thev would he much easier of adjustment,
and we would get over our industrial trou-
hies much better and much moire quickly.
As regards actions for breaches of awards

and agreements, I know of numerous cases
that have been listed before the court, and
then have been withdrawn because the
period of waiting was too long. Particu-
larly does that apply to actions for breaches
of awards or agreements, because witnesses
must he obtained and the working man has
to follow wherever work is for his living.
It frequently happens tbat if such a. case
is not heard quickly, the witnesses have
drifted away, and so it is impossible for the
union to prove their case. I know of num-
erous instances in which a union has been
compelled to withdraw from the court be-
cause it has not been able to prove its con-
tention;, simply through the witnesses
having left the district and the unions
therefore not being able to substantiate
their cases, as they could have done
had the hearing not been delayed.
I know of industries, particularly in
the metropolitan area, where the conges-
tion of business in the Arbitration Court
has rendered the position acute. In some
instances the awards are being practically
dented, the employers knowing that it wil
be years before there is likely to be a
hearing, even if the union stepped in and
took action. The Government have decided
to decentralise the Arbitration Court very
considerably. We have come to the con-
clusion that no one tribunal can handle the
whole situation. U~nder the Bill the court
will remain as at present constituted except
that the president may, or may not neces-
sarily be a judge. We take p~ower under
the Hill to say that we may appoint a judge
of the Supreme Court as president, but we
are not bound to do so. We leave it open
to enable the selection of someone other
than a judge to fill the position of president.
We do not hold tbat all the ability to fill
that high oiffice is confined to the fonr gen-
tlemen who occupy positions as judges of the
Supreme Court Of Western Australia. We
feel that there must be men of ability out-
side those four men capable of filling such
an office. We feel that Parliament should
nut limit the Government in its choice to
four individuals only. We ask, therefore,
that the lawv shall he amended to provide
that the president may, or may not, be a
judge of the Supreme Court. in our judg-
ment, the Arbitration Court is easily the
Most important tribuanal in the land. The
court transfers more money and affects dir-
ectly more human lives than all the other
courts put together. Frequently we see the
other courts occupied, day after day, in
settlingz domestic squabbles, in arguing out
divorce canse and in settling claims cover-
ig a few pounds outstanding between two

individuals. On the other hand, the Arbi-
tration Court decides the ownership of hun-
dreds of thousands of pounds as well as the
standard of living for the great bulk of
the industrial community. The Arbitration
Court affects the family life; it reaches right
into the kitchens of the workers and decides
the- standard of their living. Not only the
vastness of the sums of money of which
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the court decides the ownership, but the dir-
ect effect on the family life and the nur-
ture of children which each award carries
with it, establishes the court as the mast
important tribunal in the land. We should
not be limited in our choice of a president,
but should be able to get the beet and
most capable man available to fill the re-
sponsible office of president of the Arbi-
tration Court. Considerable talk, not con-
fined to outside this Chamber, has been in-
dulged in to the effect that arbitration
courts deal with matters that could be
dealt with and decided by those understand-
ing the intricncies and details of a partic-
ular industry better than the court. I do
not believe that is so.

Mr. Thomson: That is the position in Vic-
toria.

The ]MINISTER FOR WORKS:; We
have got beyond the stage when the wages
board system is set up as a rival to the
principle of arbitration. I will explain later
on that we are embodying the essence
of the wages board system as part of our
system. That system is not now considered
the rival, but part and parcel of the effec-
tive machine to control industrial disputes.
On this particular point Mr. Justice Hig-
gins said-

It is true that the responsibility placed
on the president or deputy president is
very great-greater as to amounts of
money involved, and greater in direct
effects on human lives, than that of all
the ordinary civil courts. It is true that
he is empowered to dictate terms of em-
ployment comipulsorily-practically to
comipel the parties to make a. collective
agreement-if he cannot under his power
of conciliation secure a voluntary agree-
menit. It is true that he is niecessarily
unfamiliar with the several industries with
-which he has to deal, and there has been
mutch talk in certain quarters to the effect
that men engaged in an industry know
better than any man not engaged in it the
''intricacies" of the industry, the "de-
tails'' of the industry. This talk over-
looks the facts (1) that there is no arbi-
tration, no dictation from an outsider uu-
detr the' Act, unless the parties to the
dispute fail to agree, (2) that if nothing
can he done without voluntary agreement,
the party having the stronger strategic
pusition at the time always carries his
way, dictates the terms to the other. But
there is a third fnct also-that these dis-
putes do not relate to the ''intricacies)'
or ''details'' of the industry at all. The
disputes turn on the proper limitation
to the use of human life--the use of the
most valuable asset of the nation, the
treatment in industry of the object of all
pubhlic activities--man; and for the de-
termination of the proper limitations oue
who is outside the industry is as com-
petent as one who is inside.

That, no doubt, goes right down to the
kernel of the question. It is not so much
a matter of dealing writh the intricacies of

industries; matters before the industrial
courts relate nmatiy to the conditions under
Which labour is to be employed, the use
men and womeu are to be put to, and the
conditions under which human Ufe is to be
employed ia industry. As Mr. Justice Hig-
gins puts it, a man outside a particular in-
dustry is as competent, if not more com-
petent, to decide those most fundamental
facts than anyone inside that particular
industry. If the president be a Supreme
Court judge, the BlU provides that he shall
not be called upon to do any Supreme Court
work. In other Words, we intend that the
president of the Arbitration Court shall be
placed outside the control of the Chief Jus-
tice. It Will not be possible for the Chief
Justice to say to the president: ''You must
leave the Arbitration Court work and take
your seat on the Supreme Court bench."
We propose that in the event of a Supreme
Court judge being appointed as president
his whole time must be devoted to Arbitra-
tiori Court work. He will be dissociated
entirely from Supreme Court work and the
Chief Justice will not be able to say to
him: " IA Full Court bench is wanted or a
judge is wanted for the Criminal Court, so
your Arbitration Court work must be hung
up."2

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: We are with
you on that point.

The MfINISTER FOR WORKS: The
president of the Arbitration Court will be
entirely separate and his full time will be
devoted to the Arbitration Court work.

'Mr. Griffiths.- Thut is a good move too.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

presidlent's salary will be the samne as that
paid to a judge of the Supreme Court.
After having carefully examined the laws
ini other countries, and having reviewed the
position generally, wec have decided that the
appointment shall be for a period of seven
years.

Hon. Sir James M1itchell: It will not be
a permanent one?-

The 'MINISTER FOR WVORKS: NO, the
period I have mentioned is the longest for
which appointments exist in any Part Of
Australia. NO president of any tribunal
has been appointed for a longer period and
we have adopted the longest period men-
tioned in any State or Cotmmonwealth la.-W
We affirm the principle of the employers'
and the workers' representatives being on
the court. We hold that the responsibility
attach ing to the court and to the positions
held by members of that court aire alto-
gether 'too great for any one individual to
shoulder. The court practically decides how
the industries of the State are to be car-
ried on. It directly affects the standard of
living of the induistrial community through-
out the State and, in our judgment, there
is no one individual who ought to shoulder
such responsibilities. We further believe
that it gives greater confidence to the par-
ties to a, dispute if they know that right up
to the time of the flaming of an award,
their 'view has been represented and that
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they are not in the position of merely at-
tendiing the bearings of eases and that their
views, after having been stated, ay be
overlooked when they retire. With a court
so constituted as I have indicated, wye ore
convinced that parties will have greater
confidenve ini the tribunal if they knowv that
their vijews are put forward throughout the
consideraition. of the case. We further bold
that the sharing of responsibility, just as it
applies now with the judge and a jurv, tends
to retain puic~l confidence and, moireover,
ensures full considlernition of ail important
questions. Alany of the reasons that have
been put forward in favour of the wages
board systemn in Victoria apply to the re-
presentation of employ- er and employee on
these t rib~unals. In South A ustralia and
New South Wales the constitution of the
boards for the determination of the basic
wage on which, beside, the judge, there are
several representatives, of employers; and
emplovees, is due to a recognition' that the
responsibility for the msost important matters
should not be borne by one person. In
Queensland and New South Wales many im-
portant matters may be determined by the
judges sitting together as a full beach. On
the whole, the general view Of legiltures,
as gathered front an examination of the
different laws in operation, is that in the
more important matters at least, it should
ho possible to obtain the decision of several
arbitrators sitting together.

Mr. Thomson: You are practically mnak-
ig provision for industrial boards.

The MINXISTER FOR WORKS: We
give the Court power to set up industrial
bocards. They will be constituted by an
equal number of representatives of the
workers and the employers. If they can
agree amongst themselves upon the appnoint-
treat of a chairman, that chairman wTill be
appointed, but failing an agreement, the
court shall recommend a chairman to the
-Minister and the Minister will appoint that
chairman on the court's recommendation.
I want to emphasise the point that in the
selvetion of the chairman, we do not pro-
pose to leave the appointment to the 'Min-
ister. It may suit us as a party while we
are in power to appoint our own chairman,
but we do not propose that party polities
shall be brought into the working of these
tribunals at all.

MIembers: Hear, hear!
The MNINISTER FOR WORKS: We

want it to be taken out of the handq of the
Minister and provide that the Minister May
appoint a chairman only on the recommenda-
dion of the court itself. The Bill provides
power for the court to set out the juris-
diction of those boards. The court will be
in the position to ay to a board: ''You
shall inquire and report to us in order to
assist as in making our awiard.'' The court
can appoint a board in connection with any
particular industry and outline the inquiry
to he made and'furnish headings for in-
vestigation so that the board may carry out
the inquiries and report subsequently to the

court in order to assiM in the framing of
an award. Then again, the court may say
to a board so established, '"Here is ai dis-
pute; you have to investigate the matter
and make an award.'' In the event of the
court directing a board to exercise those
powers and to gi'-e a decision, that decision
is to have the same force as a decision of
the court itself.

Mr. Thomson: That system exists in
Victoria.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It is
not quite the same. I will explain the
difference. From the decisions of those
boards the court may grant special leave
to appeal. There is no general right of
appeal.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: There is in
Victoria.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS : Yes,
but it is not given here, The court may
allow a special appeal. The court has
power to dissolve a hoard if that hoard is
not going on with its work in a manner
that the court thinks right. Then the
court may set up another board in its
place. The court has power to withdraw
from the board any remission it may have
made to it. So we say to the court ''Par-
liament looks to you, gives you authority
to exercise control over those boards.",
Those boards, of course, are mainly on the
principle of the wages boards in Victoria.
But they operate only under the control
of the court. We have got past the stage
"het, an industrial board should be looked
upon as a rival system to a court. It may
he that the court is so overwhelmed with
work, there is so much waiting to be dooe,
that it is impossible for the court to cope
with all the demands made upon it. The
court looks around to see what can be
done and, picking out a particular indus-
try, sets up a board. It may be in the
mining industry, in the timber industry,
or in the railways-in which ever industry
the court chooses, it sets up a board, de-
lines its frrnctions, and the board will then
practically do the work of a wages board
in Victoria. From being at first a rival
system to the principle of arbitration,
wages boards in various States have come
into co-ordination with arbitration, have
become subordinate bodies. We give the
court power to set uip these boar-ds,
whereas in Victoria they are sit up by the
Ministerial head. So it will be seen that
nnder our proposal the court will occupy
a far more important position in the eon-
osnic and social life of the State than it
has occupied in the past. The weakness of
the Victorian system is that their boards
operate independently. They may hate 20
different hoards operating en as many dif-
ferent lines of principle, each setting u1p for
itself uhat it considers the right lines, but
without any co-ordinaition. It has happened
that because of a deciqion given in one In-
dustry, a relative industry becomes dissat-
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isfied, the board operating in that industry
refusing to fall into line with the decision
given in the first industry. So the system
has bred discontent and dissatisfaction. In
New South Wales a Commission was ap-
pointed to inquire into this phase of the posi-
tion, and the President of the State Arbitra-
tion Court supported the view of the Commis-
sion, expressing himself as follows:-

-Nothing is more destructive of industrial
content than inequality. With 28 chair-
men dissociated and in-coordinated, in-
equality is incessantly arising and exer-
cising an irritating influence. The con-
fusion is growing. There are appeals in
only a few cases-not enough to enable
the court to prevent anomalies and pre-
serve consistency even if under the pre-
sent system it could do so.

These boards will be co-ordinated by the
court, and the court will be charged to see
that inequalities do not occur between in-
dustries. I want to remind the House that
Australia lost the services of Mr. Justice
Higgins as President of the Commonwealth
Aibitration Court owing to this very prin-
ciple. His loss as, president of that indus-
trial tribunal has been a great loss to the
nation. He declined to nit there when the
Government of the day passed through
Parliament the Industrial Disputes Act, per-
mitting the setting up by a political head
of independent tribunals that might, as Mr.
Justice Higgins put it, give decisions
merely to meet the exigencies of the mo-0
ment, forgetting what those decisions might
mean when put into practical application
and comparisons were made between the in-
dustries affected and other industries. Mr.
Justice Biggins said that with those boards
operating outside the court, it was impos-
sible to co-ordinate the court 's work
throughout all industries. To call public
attention to it he made that statement from
the bench and retired fronm his post. We
propose to avoid that situation by adopting
the principle of industrial boards and at
the same time laying it down that they
must be co-ordinated under a central con-
trol, that the court can at any time grant
leave to appeal front a board's decision,
and that the court is charged with seeing
that the boards carry out their functions
in a proper manner. To those who argue
tLat a better system than the present would
he that of having those in a particular in-
du~try deal with dlisputes in that industry,
this provision in the Bill will be welcome.
The Bill also provides for the appointment
of industrial magistrates. I said earlier
that one of the most fruitful causes of
complaint was delay in hearing cases
taken for breaches of awvard. We propose
to appoint industrial magistrates in vari-
ouis centres. It is nol to he taken that
they shall he new magistrates. Any
Magistrate Or Justice of the peace can
be appointed an industrial magistrate.
These magistrates will be able to take

eases for breaches of award. They
will be appointed probably in such centres
as Kalgoorlie, Geraldton, Bunbury, and, of
course, Perth and Fremantle. In time they
will become used to the work, and instead
of the unions having to wait many months
until the central court can deal with their
ease for a breach of an award, they will be
able to go before an industrial magistrate
in their own district without being sub-
jected to intolerable delay. But it is set
out that if in the course of an application
a question of interpretation of an award
arises, the magistrate must remit that to
the court. It would never do to have dif-
ferent tribunals interpreting an award, for
under such a system we might have a dozen
different interpretations of one award.
Therefore we provide that the only tribunal
to interpret an award shall be the court it-
self. We also provide that the court shall
hav-c power to establish boards of reference.
Such boards exist in respect of practically
all the awards given by the Commnonwealth
court. The court shall define the functions
of the boards of reference. Generally they
are used in dealing w-ith little disputes aris-
ing out of the operation of an award. For
instance, under the award controlling the
waterside workers, the Commonwealth court
hzs provided] that a board of reference shall
be set up in each port, and that any little
di. pute occurring in a port where the award
operates shall be submitted to a board of
reference consisting of an equal number of
employers and of workers, with a chairman
appointed by the court, usually the registrar
in each State. When any question of inter-
pretation or anything of the sort arises,
those people meet on the spot and deal with
it right away. If they are unable to come
to a decision within the authority given
them by the court, it is for the registrar to
give a decision, which is binding under the
award of the court. I arm a great believer
in that hind of procedure. I thoroughly hold
with getting the parties together, partiem-
larlv the direct employer and the direct em-
ploye. Let them come together and discuss
their differences. Then tbey get to under-
standl one another's viewpoint anid are likely
to he a lot more tolerant than if they never
met, but simply held their discussions
through other parties.

flon. Sir Tames Mitchell :You require a
very tactful chairman. You have one in Mr.
Walsh.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS : Ye;,
there has been good work done in this State
by the boards of reference appointed under
the waterside workers' award. Mr. Justice
Higgins staked a great deal on the efficacy
of those hoards. I notice in his work, "A
New Sphere of Law and Order," which corn-
[iriges his experience of years of arbitration
court work and which was first written for
some American journal, he emphasises the
importance of those boards and goes so far
as to say that he would extend them; that,
instead of there being merely a board for
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each part or industry, there should be a
board in each shop wherever there is work
of any magnitude. Ile would have a corn-
nfittee set up so that each dispute as it. oc-
curred could be dealt with by them on the
spot. May Iremind the Rouse that such a
board baa existed during recent years in eon-
neetion with the Wyndhami Meat Works, and
ire have the authority of the general man-
ager for saying that the smoothness with
whieh tht, industry has been carried on-
since its first year there has not been a stop-
page-is mainly due to the operation of the
works committee. There ig a room at the
the works set aside for the committee. Im-
mediately a dispute occurs the committee
meet and discuss all phases of it. They hear
the manager and all the employees engaged
in that c'la-cs of Work, the whole ease is
stated, end a decision is given; and the
manager says that when the decision is
given by the men themselves, there is
never any question of accepting it on the
part of thore interested. Higgins states
his views as follows:

I nttach great importance to proper
hoards of reference for industries. They
allow the discussion of grievances; they
ernble the employers to see the difficulties
of employees, and employees to see the
difficulties of employers; they supply to
some extent the crying want of our
modern industrial system-the absence of
vo-oleration between the management and
the employees. They often remove causes
of friction before serious industrial
trouble arises. Some day it will be a mat-
ter of amazement when men look back on
our times and see what a. wealth of ex-
perience is rejected in the working of in-
dustries. U'nder the stress of war in Great
Britain there are being developed indus-
tril t-,uuils o1' all kinds, couneils at
which the management meet the employees
on equal terms for the discussion of the
common problems of the industry; and
tlie-e boards of reference should fulfil
similar functions.

We ore providing for the setting up of such
boards, and wve think they will tend large ly
to the smooth worti-ng of industry. Instead
of every little difference that erises out of a
dispute having to he referred to the court
for decision, these beards will meet and do
that work. When there is a dispute between
two different trades or crafts as to which
class of tradlesman certain work belongs to,
we Frovide that that alto shall be dealt with
by a board. In engineering establishments
parxticularly there are frequent arguments
as to whieh tradesman a particular class of
work belongsa to. The same disputes occur
on buildings. Should a carpenter or a plum-
ber fix the galvanised, iron to a roof?! Should
an eingineer or a boilermaker do certain
work? I there is no ready means of de-
cision and redress, jobs may frequently be
held up. We are providing for hoards, to be
known as demarcation boards, and for the
court to set out how they- shall be estab-

lished and what their inctions shall be.
They will decide disputes as to the work
of different employees.

Ron. Sir James Mitchell: Are they all
to be paid ?

The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: I shiall
deal with that phase in a moment, We are
considerably enlarging the provisions for
conmpulsory conferences. I am looking for-
ward to compulsory conferences doing. con-
siderble gcod. Up to the present they have
not been used to the extent I should have
liked. Of course, they are so hampered and
I'rtRtctd under the existing lawr that they
have ut bad much scope; bitt this Bill pro-
vides for the appointment of commissioners,
and the president or commiissioner may con-
vene a cnmjpul'ory conference, and preside
over it. We have it in mind to immediately
appoint the three members of the court as
Vomnmiq.sioners, and give them power to step
in and eruun vi conferences, not after a dis-
lute has occurred, hut whenever there is any
threatened or likely, dispute. The president
or comnmissioner a compel attendance at a
conference and hare the parties discuss the
matter. At present, if a compulsory confer-
ence is held and no decision is reached, the
matter is referred into court and the parties
hnve to wait their turn on the list. We are
providing that if all the parties at a confer-
ence agree in writing that the president or
commissioner, whoever is pirestiding, be given
pewer to give a decision, he may do so.
U'nder the existing law, even if &be parties
agree to such a course, there is no power to
give a decision. Under this measure, how-
ever, the commissioner may give a decisin
and the decision -shalt have the same force
as an award of the court. If there he Only
a partial agreemient-say there are still two
or three points iii i-spute-the untatandiag
points may be referred into court, and only
those points shall be sent on for hearing.
The points on which an agreement has been
reached shall lie filed in court and have the
fall effect of an award. Here is an oppor-
tunity to give effect to the viewpoint Of
thuse -%ho think that the best method of
dealing with disputes is to have a single ar-
hitralor with authority to give a. decision- 1
am Ihiopef ul that under this provision wve shall
prevenwt disputes from reaching a serious
'-tn,re or de'-eloping to the point when the
1,nt-k stand at arm's length and decline to
mneet or discus~i the matter in question. Corn-
pulsory conferences will be held, ad they
should prove a big faetor in overcomina in-
dustrial troubles. 'We are providing, fur-
ther, that the ic nister may set up concilia-
tion committees in given districts. Those
comnmittees shall consist of a chairman ap-
pointed by the 'Minister and an equal num-
her of represeitntives from the parties to
the- dispute. The powers of such a committee
ivill be purely conciliatory' ; they will bare
no power to give a decision. They will
merely compel the parties to meet around
the table and discuss the matter in dispute,
and if the parties csn reach an ag-reem ent,
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the agreement can be registered in the
court and will then have the full force of an
award. I am advised that in the outlying
portions of Queensland, away up in the
northern districts tar removed from the cen-
tees of activity of industrial tribunals, such
industrial conciliation committees have done
very useful work. They have brought the
parties together early and encouraged thema
to dfisvuss their differences, and frequently
have been the means of the parties reach-
ing an agreement. The agreements have
then been filed and have had the effect of
awards. We are embodying this as another
string to our bow in order that no oppor-
tunity may be lacking to secure industrial
peace. In this way we shall be decentralis-
lug the work. We set up at the head of
the machinery a court. Then we provide for
iniustrial magistrates, industrial boards,
hoards of reference, demarcation boards,
compulsory conferences, and conciliation
commiiittees, l:ut all these tribunals will be
uinder the control and authority of the court
itself. They will be co-ordinated under
the, court and the court will give them their
functions, define their duties and supervise
their work. This is the machinery we pro-
poose to set up as opposed to the one tri-
bunal we have to-day, outside of which
there is practically no means to secure in-
dustrial redress.

-Mr. GIriffiths. You will have one supreme
and six subsidiary bodies.

The M1INISTER FOR WORKS: That is
an. 'WVe are making these various bodies
.subsidiary to the court and part and parcel
of the one machine to maintain industrial
peace. We think it will be far more effec-
tire to make these bodies subsidiary to the
court than to permit them to act independ-
eutly of ceh other, as is done in the other
States. Further, we are giving definite
inLstructions9 in the Bill to the president, the
c~ommissioners, the chairmen of boards, and
the committees, to exert every endeavour to
get the parties to a dispute to arrive at an
agreement. We want as few full-dress hear-
ings of disputes as possible. The outstand-
ing difference between our court and
.sinmilar tribunals in the Eastern States
is that t ribunals over there get the
parties together first of all and assist
them to come to an agreement. In Queens-
land the moment a claim is lodged, the
judge summons the parties and gets them
together, probably on the following day.
Then he tries by all conceivable means to
get them to come to an agreement, and
only failing an agreement aoes the ease go
into court for a full-dress hearing. To avoid
any possibility of doubt and to let the court
and the subsidiary tribunals know what is
in the mind of the Government, we set out
definitely in the Bill that the presiding
officer shall exert every possible endeavour
to secure an agreement between the parties
before they enter upon a hearing in the
c-ourt. Therefore. the court, instead of be-
ing a tribunal for a full-dress hearing of
oli~putes, will have legislative powers to set

u p subsidiary tribunals and create machin-
c ry and regulations for tbe settlement and
prevention of disputes, and will be in reality
a body charged by Parliament with the
onerous duty of securing the peaceful work-
ing of industry. We are giving the court
puower to miove of its own motion. The court
cannot now move unless a dispute is re-
ferred to it. It cannot step in and say,
"You people, from all appearances, are at
loggerheads, and there is a serious situation
occurring in the industry. We are going
to decide matters and take control of the
situation." This Bill gives the court power
to move of its own volition to prevent a
dispute, or a threatened dispute, to bring
the parties together, and take whatever ac-
tion under the seven different heilings that
in its judgment will be the most effective
in the particular case before it. We are
also git lag the Minister power to refer into
court any dispute that lie thinks fit to refer
in thu public interest. Frequently in in-
dustrial troubles the responsible Minister is
approached, and asked to use his influence
and take a certain course of action- If the
parties decline to go to the court, the 'Min-
ister has no power to compel thenm. The
Bill gives the 'Minister power, if the parties
refuse to do what the court desires, or the
court is not acting, or there is some blonk
in the procedure, to refer of his own initia-
tire any particular dispute for hearing to
the court. Hre shall exercise that right
whether there is a strike or not. We say,
frrt~er, that even in the event of some of
the parties to an industrial stoppage not
being registered under the Act, the Minister
shall have power to refer that dispute into
court. This may be classed as fairly dan-
gerous legilation, on the ground that an
unregistered industrial body would be given
status before the court. Take the building
industry. Some of the unions connected with
that are- not registered. One of those on-
registered unions may decide to strike, or
there may be a lockout against them, causing
themn to be engaged in an industrial stop-
liage. This would throw out of employment
nmnny thousands of industrial workers, who
belong to registered bodies. They wou1d
have no say in the dispute, because the
others objected to go to the court
In these circumstances, the M[inister would
he given power in such eases to refer the
dispute ito court, and authorise it to pro-
ceed with the case and give a decision. We
are providing that the court shall period-
ically fix a basic wage. At presgent each
particular application that comes before the
court receives a full-dress hearing as to the
hosie wage that should be established. The
time of the court is now considerably taken
up with the hearing of arguments on that
point. In practically every case that
reachles the coort there is the same mono-
tonous evidence and hearing of argument
as to the basic wvage that should be applied,
and this occupies a great deal of time. We
are providing that the court shall sit period-
icailly to establish a basic wage that shall op-
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erate for a specific period. We will give to the
court powor to 'av who is to be represented
before it. Any iterested party can be re-
pre-tented, and we will give the court power
to say to the Employers' Federation and to
the trade% Hall, ''We vxpect you to state
the ease for your side, each of you to select
a representative to inform the court, pro-
duce evidence, and state the case for the
people you directlyv represent. " That would
throw the responsibility upon each of these
parties, and we are thus permitting the court
to say what expense should be allowed for
the preparation of the eage and for the at-
teridanie uf witnesses. When the decision
of' the couirt is given upon the basic wage,
that decision will operate for a period to be
decided by the court. If at the end of 12
months the court does not attempt to alter
it, any party interested may apply to the
court to reop'n the badic wage question.
Once a decision is given, every award and
agreement that is current shall be auto-
matically altered in conformity with that
basic wrage. It will be agreed that it is
necessary to set out the principle upon
which the basic wage shall be fixed. We
know that even a good worker does not
necessarily receive that which is vital to
human existence Practically every court in
the land has asked for a legislative lead on
the principle upon which the basic walge
shall be established. Some courts have re-
ferred to legislative shirkers. Justice Hig-
gins, when president of the Arbitration
Court, had to determine what was a fair
and reasonable wage under the Ekeise
Tariff Act. lHe laid down-

A standard appropriate to the normal
needs. of the average employee regarded
as a human being living in a civilised
Community.

Rut hie protested that the definition of what
was '"fair and reasonable" should be left
for the Legislature, not the judiciary, and
protested also against "the shunting of
legislative responsibility.?"

'Mr. Thomson: That is a big responsi-
bility to east upon Parliament.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: 'We
have set out in the Bill the basis, and we
take the responsibility, which we think
rightly belongs to public men, of saying
what should be the basis upon which the
basic wage should he fixed. We are giving
a lead to the court and telling it what, in
our judgment, it should take as its basis
when fixing the basic wage for industrial

workers. We start off by saving that the
basic wage shall be fixed with regard to thle
rent of a five-roomed housle. There can be
no argtument against that. If a married
man has a mixed family, and he is to live
in anything like a civilised manner, his
house must contain three bedrooms. That
leaves only a living room and a kitchen.
There cannot be any complaint against ta.
tablisbing a five-roomed house as the basis
for rent. That is almost invariably ac-
cepted by the different industrial tribunals
of the Commonwealth. So far as the allow-

ance for living is concerned, we say that the
basis to he taken shall be a man, his wife
and three dependent children. I expect to
have statistics hurled at my head upon that
point.

Mr. Taylor: Why look for trouble?
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: I sel-

doni look for it without getting it, and am
sure it will come this4 time.

Mr. Latham: I think you will be dis-
appwointed.

The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: It will
be one of the few occasions in my life when
I have been disappointed.

Mr. Thomson: It will be a pleasure for
ynu.

The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: Yes. As
a matter of fact, there are no statisticsR in
this country that members can produce,
showing who have the big families, and
whether they be rich or poor. This cannot
Ihe shown by statistics. But we know, by
our every-day life, that the man with the
big family is generally tho one on the basic
wage. Although unfortunately there are
no statistics to prove this, we are convinced
that by setting up the basis of the married
man, his wife and three dependent child-
ren, we are not taking anything more than
we are entitled to, and more then the coun-
try is under an obligation to the industrial
workers to carry out.

'Mr. Griffiths: Three is a very reasonable
propostion.

The *MIMiSTER FOR WORKS: I am
glad the hon. member agrees. Whilst we
must accept the doctriae of fixing the basic
wage on the family responsibility basis, I
am convinced that sooner or later something
in the nature of child endowment, or tho
proposals of Piddington, will be adopted.
That time, however, is not now. I do not
think the community is yet ready for it,
nor would it be ready for a central fund
into which there would have to be paid reg-
ular amo1unts to be drawn upon by the heads
of families according to the size of their
doinestic responsibili ties. Within a few
years, however, I feel sure that will be the
accepted policy of the country. It would
lie no use providing for this in the present
Hill; we, therefore, set out that it shall be
provided on the family basis. In this rey-
gard I must quote the remarks of Justice
Higgins when lie said-

Each worker must have, at the least,
his essential bunion needs satisfied, and
among the human needs there must be
included the needs of the family.
Sobriety, health, efficiency1 the proper
rearing of the young, morality, humanity,
all depkend greatly on family life, and
family lie cannot be maintained without
suitable economic conditions.

The fact that the court will only deal with
the basic wage every year or so n-ill enorm-
ously reduce the amount of time taken up
by the court. It will also provide quicker
access to the tribunal, and greatly facili-
tate the settlement of disputes. The next
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pl.ase to which we direct attention is that
of permitting orgzanisations to have quick
and easy aeeeess to the court. At present
a cumbersome arraneement exists whereby
special meetings hare to he held, notices of
motion have to be given, ballots have to he
taken, and delays of weeks and months
ensile, consequent upon a compliance with
all the ramifications and expense that are
necessary under the existing law. We pro-
pose to abolish the necessityi for ballots an!
special meetings, and to say to the unions,
''You shall provide in your own rules the
method by which you shall approach the
court'' Whatever the union sets out in its
rules shall be the method by which the dis-
putes shall he referred to the court. The
unioa may say " IWe will give power to oucr
executive to take all our matters to the
court.'' Tt may decide upon a ballot be-
fore allowing a dispute to be taken to the
court, or to hold a special meeting. We
propose to get away from the hampering
restrictions of to-day, which make it
almost impossible for some unions to
get to the court, We are providing in
the Bill that a union like the A.W.U.'
can secure registration. At present it
cannot do so. If the A.W.U. was regis-
tered now, I think it would be impossible
for it to comply with the existing law.
Take the position as regards A.W.U. shear-
era. They are spread over every station
from the North-West to the Murchison, and
even as far as the wheat belt and the Great
Southern areas. Under the existing law the
A.W.U. have to take a ballot and get an
absolute inajority of members to vote in
favour of going before the court beore a
case tan hb- submitted to the court. It is a
physical impossibility for an oraginsacion
like the A.W.I1. to carry out the existing
provisions of the arbitration law. Again,
tuke the poGsition on our railway system.
If the law as it stands to-day were strictly
enforced, it would mean that the whole of
the men employed On our railway system
would have to congregate ia one centre to
hold a special meeting and carry a resolution
before a case could be taken to the toart.
We propose to make the position much
simpler by this Bill. Why these restric-
tions iverb inserted I cannot conceive. The
aim of Parliament should be, nut to make
access to the court difficult, but to make
the path as easy and expeditious as ean
possibly he done with safety. We propose,
further, to strike out the term ''specified
industry.'' No iadustry can be registered,
under the law as it stands, unless its meni-
hers are members of a "specified indus-
try." 1 have given a great deal of thought
and study to that phrase, but neither in
reading nor in conversation have I ever been
able to find anyone who could define a
''specified industry." It seems to be im-
possible. A navvy, for instance, may be
engaged on railway construction to-day, and
may he working in a quarry to-morrow, and
next week sinking a well or ignga. drain.

The existing law means that that navvy
would need to have a union for each differ-
ent class of work while he is chopping and
changing about. We are proposing that any
group of 15 persons can, register, relying
oii that sfttioll of our existing Act which
provides that the registrar shall refuse
registration to any union applying for regia-
tration if there is in existence a union to
which the members of the applicant union
can conveniently belong. That has worked
well in the past, And we are relyinng on the
court carrying out the principle I have men-
tioneri, and thus preventing overlapping and
confusion of organisations. We are pro-
viding, too, that the measure shall apply to
the Goveranent equally with private em-
ployers. We are providing that all Gov-
ernment employees, with the exception of
those under the Public Service Act and the
railway officers, shall come within the scope
of this law.

M r. Mann: The police, too?
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

polk-c, yes, and the school teachers ; in
fart, everyone who desires it.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: What 'about
the special boards?!

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Tme
only boards are those relating to the rail-
way officers and the police. We are except-
ing those Government emnployees who are
now covered by special Acts.

Mr. Mann: The police have special
boa rds.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS:- But
not to fix wages. The school eeaehers can
appeal to the Public Service Appeal Board
against their classification, but they have no
say in that classification. We are leaving
the way open to them if they like to take it.
We ar-e giving the court thie power, Hot a
direction, to award preference to unionists.

Hon. Sir Sames Mitchell: I hope you.
will not get that.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The
whole basis of arbitration consists of or-
ganisation, and quite a number of Eastern
statesq have this provision. We are giving
the court power to award preference to
unionists because only by unions, only by
Organisation, is compulsory arbitration pos-
sible. We are amending the definition of
''worker" to include domestic servants,
club employees, and insurance canvassers. I
know there will be some strong differences
of opinion on those points, but, those three
classRes of employees are non- outside the
scope of arbitration, and we propose to
bring them within the law.

'.%r. Taylor: What about State insurance?
The MAINISTER FOR WORKS: We are

placing the State on exactly the same basin
as private employers. The Bill sets out that
c-ases are to be heard by the court in the
order of settlement of issues, sabject to a,
ease arising where it can be shown that good
ground exists for deciding otherwise. There
was a notorious instance that came before
this Chamber, where one particular indus-
try'si claim was brought on two years ahead
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of other claims, and an award was given.
The object of this Bill is to obviate such a
thin as that.

Member: It was not done by the court.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: It was

done by tbe president. We provide here that
the necessity for such a course shall be
shown to the court, and not to the president.
As I Kalid at the outset, the responsibility
under our arbitration law is too great for
any one person to bear. We provide also
that the present system, whereby one an
can settle such a matter without in any way
consulting others, shall cease. Further, we
provide that the court shall not be limited
to the claim, but may award matters not in
the claim. There are numerous cases when
the court Is been anxious to do something,
but lias not been able to do it because it
was not in the plaint. A clause which needs
some explanation is that which provides that
the award shall bind employers whether they
are in the industry or not. The object is to
get over a case wvhere one of our wealthy
pustoralists employed a painter to do his
house, and refused to pay him the ruling
rate of wages. When the ease was taken to
court, it was held that the pastoralist who
engaged the painter was not engaged in the
painting industry, and therefore was not
bound to pay the award rate. The judge
went so far as to say that Foy & Gibson
might engage a squad of painters to paint
their shop, and that Fey & Gibson, not being
in the painting industry, could not be forced
to pay the award rates. We are providing
that whether the employer is in the industry
or not, if he employs a wvorker, he must
pay that worker the standard wage. Then
there is a provision that the court shall have
power to make awards retrospective. Those
of us who have carried on large industrial
negotiations with employers know that it
has fraq'iently' helped to keels the wheels of
industry going if the men could be given an
assurance that whatever decision was come
to would date from the day they got their
application into court.

Mr. Taylor: If there was a reduction of
wages, there would never be a refund.

The MI2NISTER, FOR WORKS: We will
trust the court. The court would decide as
to that.

Mr. Taylor: I would like to see you lead-
ing a movement with that object.

The MI1NISTER FOR WORKS: When
the question of refund arises, the court will
have power to faew it. Further, we provide
that any portion of an award may come up
for review if the court so providles in the
award. Our railway employees, for instance,
when they get into the Arbitration Court
remain there for two or three months. The
court may simply decide that the question of
wages shall come up for review at different
periods. We wre repealing the section which
provides leave to retire from an award, and
we say that no one shall hove the right to re-
tire from an award. There is great confusion
in the clothing industry of the metropolitan
area. A number of employers hare broken

away from the award, and the union have no
power to get them before the court. The em-
ployers who have retired from the award are
in a position to pay what they like. We are
providing that retirement shall be obtainable
only froms the court, which shall decide bow
and when it shall be operative. The award
itself, however, shall remain in force until
the court varies it. That provision will cover
the period between an old award expiring,
and a new one being given. Now we have to
face the position that if there is a ease for
breach ot award and wages are ow~ing to
the employee, because the employer has
been paying less than award rates, two
actions are necessary. The employee has to
go to court and bring a easec for breach of
an award. After that the employee has to
bring a case in the local court for the re-

oivery of wages due. Those proceedings
have to be taken within three months. We
are providing that the court shall have
power to give both decisions at the same
time, dc-terminincz whether there has been a
breach, and inflcting a penalty and order-
ing payment of wages withheld. One case
is to suffice, where now two ae required.

.Mr. 'Maun: Will you apply that to both
sides?

The MINISTER FOR WORhKS: Yes. We
arc repealing the sections which restrict. We
fail to wee why moneys due under an arbitra-
tion award shall be subject to greater limi-
tations than moneys due under ordinary
laws. As regards apprentices, particularly
in the building trade, we are providing here
an innovation which may be regarded as a
novel position. I am convinced, however,
that it will mean a great deal to the industry
concerned and to the future of Western Aus-
tralia. At present there are praici-
ally no apprentices in the building
trade, except of course, in the shops;
I mesan out onl lbuildin~g construction.
The employers refuse to take them. They
say they have only short contracts, that they
are not able to guarantee five yeaws' em-
ploytuent to aly *I- ad, and that they do not
feel disposed to have an apprentice en their
hands without any possibility of finding
hin, emnploynment. They decline to take ap-
prentices at all. We are in the position that
no tradesmen are being trained to take the
place of those who are leaving the industry.
We propose to gct ever that by setting up
an apprenticeship hoard, consisting of re-
presentatives of the workers' union and of
the employers' union, together with a chair-
man who shall be a member of the Court
of Arbitration. The Bill provides that the
apprentice shall he apprenticed to the hoard,
who will he charged with the supervision of
the training of the apprentice, with power
to transfer him from employment to em-
ployment and to see that he is engaged in
learning his business. We propose to give
the court power to compel the employer to
take an apprentice. If the employer will
not take an apprentice and cannot show the
court sufficient reason for his attitude, it is
prodided that his action shall be an offence
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against the Act and he will be compelled to
fall into line.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: The board can-
not compel the apprentice to work.

Mr. Carboy: Now we shall find out who
is restricting the employment of apprentices.

The MINISTER FOR -WORKS: In the
interests of the future of this tiade, and the
training of skilled tradesmen, something
must be done. This is our suggestion of
how to overcome the difficulty. If hon. mem-
hers can suggest a better way I shall be only
too pleased to c-onsider any proposition they
may advance. I have sat with employers
and I have discussed the matter with various
parties. I have met them time after time
in an endeavour to get over this difficulty,
and after years of experience, the proposal
contained in the Bill appears to me as the
most practical way of dealing with it.

.%r. Thomson: In what proportion do you
propose to allocate the apprentices?

The MIN"ISTER FOR WORKS: We leave
that to the court. We are not setting up
any arbitrary number in the Bill. Then
we provide for technical instruction to the
apprentices. If our industries are to com-
pete with those of other nations we must
have first class skilled men in our midst.
In order to reach that position we must
have techinically trained men. On the Con-
tinent, and particularly in Germany, they
have specinlised in the techinical education
of their skilled craftsmen. We must be up
to date and see that our tradesmen are
equally truined if we are to hope to compete
with other industrial nations Of the World.
The Bill provides that all apprentices shall
have a technical training and where the
facilities exist, as in Perth, that technica
training shall be in the employers' tims.
If the examiners find that an apprentice
has not made sufficient progress and that
in their judgment a longer period of tech-
nical training is necessary, we give the ex-
aminers the right to order an increased
period of technical education to be givent to
that apprentice.

Mr. Mann: Wilt the board have power
to say that an apprentice is suitable or un-
suitable for a particular trade?

The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: yes,
that is for the board of examiners to say.
The system now is that a hoard of examiners
Comprising representatives of the employers
and the workers sit once a year and examine
the apprentices. If at the end of the year
a lad has made sufficient progress they
issue a certificate to him entitling him
to increased wages set out in the Arbitra-
tion Court award. If the examiners con-
sider he has not made sufficient progress to
warrant them giving him the certificate,
they have to set out their reasons, and if
they are that the lad had not applied him-
self to the work, had not been diligent, or
was not suitable for that plasticular work,
the hoard har-c power to transfer the lad
to some other form of employment or to
penalise him by not giving him his certifi-
cate of competency. In the latter event

the lad foregoes his increase in wages until
he proves himself suitable, If the board
report that owing to the lad's employer not
giving him sufficient opportunities to learn
his trade the apprentice has not made the
requisite advance, then a charge lies against
the employer.

M r. SNampson:, That is the existing posi-
tion.

The MNTISTER 'FOR WORKS: That is
So.

Mr. Sampson,. The period of apprentice-
ship may expire before a lad reaches the
stage of proficiency. What happens then?

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: We can-
not provide for an indeterminate period of
apprenticeship. At present a period of five
years operates.

Mr. Taylor: At the end of five years a
lad may get only the wage applying to his
fourth year,

The MI1NISTER FOR WORKS: It is
not proposed to give power to extend the
period for another year. If at the end of
tive years a lad is not proficient in a trade
he will have to put up with the conse-
quences.

Mr. Sam ipson: It would be better for the
lad if power were given to order him an-
other year to qunalify as a journeyman.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I do
act know about that. I served my own ap-
prenticeship nd I have taught apprentices.
My experience is that if at the end of
five years a lad is not competent, it is not
much use keeping him in the business.

Mr. Sampson: Then he has to be thrown
cut.

'.%r. Chesson: I think you are right there.
The MINISTER FOR WORKS: The

next clause will -not meet with much ap-
proval from members on the Opposition side
of thle Rouse.

Mr. Sampson: Are you snre?
The MITNISTER FOR WORKS: I am

anticipating perhaps, but we provido that
it shall be mandatory and) fixed in all awards
and agreements that the working week shall
consist of 44 boors,

Mr. Thomson: You will not be disap-
pointed in your anticipation.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: I am
looking forward with a good deal of relish
to a debate on this question, because I was
absent from the Chamber during the coarse
of the recent discussion. We provide thAat
where shifts are worked, the 44 hours shall
he averaged over three weeks. We hold
that if labour-saving devices are introduced
in an industryv whieh will permit of that
industry suppl ying all demands with fewer
bands, surely those who give their lives to
the indastry have a vested interest in it,
as well as those who have put their money
into it, and are therefore entitled to some
benefit out of the improvement. This can
be given only by granting shorter hours.

Mr. Sampson: That means more money.
The 'MINISTER FOR WORKS: More

money can be taken from the worker by
the increased cost of living. With aborter
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hours applied to his employment, that can-
not be taken from him. These are the
salient features of the Bill. White I know
that some of the provisions of the Hill are
bound to be faced from the party aspect,
I invite the House, in view of the broad
issues, to apply themselves to the task of
making the Bill an effective measure. If
members desire to move amendments I in-
vite them to place their proposals on the
Notice Paper so that I shall have an op-
portunity to examine them and ascertain
just what they mean.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: We must have
time to consider the Hill.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: M.Nem-
bers will be given ample time, but I do ask
that amendments shall be placed on the
N'otice Paper so that I too may have time
to go into them.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: We cannot be
expected to discuss the Bill before next
Tuesday.

The 31INISTER FOR WORKS: We only
desire a Hill and machinery that will mete
out justice. Hon. members will notice that
the vexed question of the overlapping of
the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth and
State arbitration laws is not dealt with in
this Bill. Indeed, it is impossible for any
State to deal with this problem except in
so far as we may prohibit the State court
from dealing with an industrial matter
which is the subject of Federal jurisdiction,
and that would mean practically handing
over the control of our industrial affairs to
the Commonwealth court. The existing
difficulty is constitutional and should be
the subject of an agreement between the
States and the Commonwealth.

Hon. Sir James Mitchell: They will not
come to an agreement.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: My own
view is that the only solution is the estab-
lishment of a supreme Commonwealth juris-
diction with subsidiary State cou rts, leav-
ing to the State courts the power to say if
in their judgment it is impossible to mete
out justice in a State award, owing to
interstate competition in industry, a Fed-
eral award is desirable. I have heard it
rumoured that an attempt is to be madle to
scrap the whole system of compulsory arbi-
tration, and to adopt some system that
exists elsewhere and which in its essence
is mainly conciliation. I believe in con-
ciliation and I have given practical applica-
tion to that principle. Whatever may be
said of the position in other countries, the
whole industrial history of this continent
proves that without the power of compulsion
behind it, it is not effective in securing in-
dustrial peace. I speak with considerable
experience in industrial matters. I was one
of a committee from the old Trades and
Labour Council that, in 1900, met the then
member for East Perth, now Sir Walter
James, who was regarded as the young
Radical of the Parliament of the day. He
has mellowe. with the passing of the years

aud now is one of the most crusty Tories
in this State. The committee met him and
the result of our interview was the drafting
of the first Industrial Conciliation and Ar-
hitration Bill. Mv experience in industrial
nmtters has taught me that all methods and
systems of conciliation or conference are in
the main dselcss unless they have behind
them the power of compulsion. I believe
that the Bill, if it becomes law, will obviate
a great many, if not all, of the difficulties
that my experience has shown Ime stand in
the way of industrial peace. I want the
House to keep well in mind, when con-
sidering the Bill, and suggesting amend-
ments to it, that this is no mere cold piece
of machinery to deal with industrial dis-
putes. It is more than that. It is a measure
for meting out social justice. It deals
with more important things than profits and
losses and luere cold cash. It deals with
the lives of men and women. When we fox
a standard for men and women we deter-
mine the existence of that most valuable
but helpless section of the community-the
children. Those of us who have lived our
lives amongst industrial workers and have
been with them during times of trouble
know the effect of strikes and lock-outs and
the industrial chaois that follows.

Mr. Latham: More particularly the
effect of strikes.

The MINISTER FOR WORKS: Strikes
and lock-outs each. have the same effect. I
have been associated with hoth strikes and
lock-outs. I know the effect they have on
the great mass of the workers. I know the
poverty and hunger they bring into the
homes, and I and the members of this party
are most anxious to do away with that, We
want to set up a law that will obviate the
necessity for industrial stoppages, that will
give quick and easy and frequent access to
all those who require their grievances re-
dressed. For to us that know the position,
the miseries of this world are very real
miseries and are not yet at rest. We be-
lieve the Bill wifll do a great deal to ensure
to the industries of Western Australia
peaceful work, and that in its essence it
will help to uplift the manhood of the
poor. I submit it to members for their
most careful consideration. I move-

That the Bill be nowt read a second
ft .me.

On motion by 'Mr.
journed.

Dav", debate ad-

House adjourned at 10.17 p.m.


